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Victory!

Tbt BG Ntm/Jay Murdock

Above: The celebration has just begun for the Falcons after their 28-21
victory Saturday over Fresno State in the California Raisin Bowl.
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Right: Nose Guard Mark Ross shows his true feelings for Fresno State
quarterback Mark Barsotti. Ross contributed eight tackles including this
sack, which set the Bulldogs back six yards, to help the Falcons win the
final edition of the Cal Bowl.
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Falcons' dream season complete
Szlachcic earned MVP honors for his 11 receptions and two touchdowns
by Man Schroder
sports editor

FRESNO, Calif. - Fans of
Bowling Green football may look
back on Dec. 14,1991 as the Miracle in Fresno.
But don't try to convince the
players this was an upset.
The underdog Falcons' 28-21
victory over Fresno State was
Bowling Green's way of proving
to the country that the West Coast
isn't the only place that produces
postseason champions.
It may be called the California
Bowl, but chalk one up for the
boys from Ohio on this day.
"I've always said the MAC is
vastly underrated," coach Gary
Blackney said. "Maybe people
will stand up and take notice of us
now. That was one of our main
objectives coming out here."
BG linebacker Kevin O'Brien
said: "Everyone around here,
everyone you hear, says Fresno's
bigger, stronger and faster.
That's probably the reason we
won. They didn't give us any respect. We respected them as a
team, but the better team came
out and won."
How close was it? You might
say the Falcons won the game by
nine feet.
With three seconds left in the
game, the Bulldogs were three
Sards from the endzone and starig at a fourth-and-the-season
situation.
Fresno quarterback Mark Barsotti directed his team 96 yards in
the final 2:29. He completed
7-of-14 passes for 65 vards and ran
for 14 more during the drive.
FSU had three chances to score
from the BG three, but the Falcon
defense, like all season long, refused to break. During the final
three plays. BG forced the senior
quarterback, who is mending
from a broken leg, to scramble
and throw incomplete passes.
On the final play, Barsotti
dropped back to pass, but was hit
by O'Brien as he was throwing.
The ball fell incomplete, dashing
the Bulldog's hopes for a third Cal
Bowl win against BG.
"We were looking for the slant
pass over the middle to the tight
end," Barsotti said. "They
covered it, and I had to look for
someone else. But I think we did a
hell of a job getting in that position, havuig to go in a little over
two minutes."
O'Brien said: "On that last
play, I was just thinking, 'Hold on
to that ball for one more second.'
Then I got him and it felt great.
Everyone gave such a great
effort."
Great effort may not be enough
praise for the performance
turned in by wide receiver Mark
Szlachcic.
Szlachcic out-leaped, out-ran
and out-manuevered the defense.
"Sledge" caught 11 passes for 189
yards and two toucndowns, good

"I didn't expect to have a day like this. The
opportunity was there for me to catch the
ball, and most of the time I came down with
it."
—Mark Szlachcic, wide receiver
enough to earn the game's Most
Valuable Player award.
"How do you pronounce that
guy's name," FSU coach Jim
Sweeney asked. "That's the
greatest game anyone's played
against us on this field. He was
literally a one-man show, but you
have to hand it to the entire
offense for a great effort."
"I didn't expect to have a day
like this," Szlachcic said. "The
opportunity was there for me to
catch the ball, and most of the
time I came down with it. I was
pretty confident coming into the
game. Even though Fresno State
has some great players I faced
great cornerbacks every day in
practice."
While Szlachcic was shining on
offense, the BG defense, as a unit,
turned in an impressive performace as well.
The Falcons allowed the nation's best offense to rack up 484
yards total offense, but held FSU
to 23 points less than its season
average.
"I thought going into the game
that if we were going to have a
chance to win, we were going to
have to control their rushing
game," Blackney said. "I didn't
know if we could stop it or shut it
down. But I didn't think we could
allow them to just take the ball
and push it down our throats. I
think except for the long run,
which was a tremendous effort by
the running back (Anthoney Daigle), I thought our defense played
very well against the run."
Fresno rushed for 198 yards,
100 less than its season average.
Fullback Lorenzo Neal led the
Bulldogs with 78 rushing yards,
and Daigle followed with 77 yards
including a 57-yard scamper.
Barsotti was the Bulldog's
MVP of the game completing
25-of-36 passes for 286 yards and
one touchdown.
But the effort by the quarterback wasn't enough.
The Falcons were rolling from
the opening quarter, scoring 14
points on some imaginative play
calling.
"Mike Faragalli called the
whole game on offense and did an
outstanding job," Blackney said.
Mixing up the pass and run on
its first drive, BG's offense
crossed FSU up on first-and-goal
at the five.
White pitched to LeRoy Smith,
who shot-putted the ball to Brett
I-andman. Landman stood wide
open in the endzone for the first
touchdown of the game.
Two minutes later after a Dave

Bielinski interception, White
found Szlachcic tor his first
touchdown of the game.
FSU followed with a 11 play,
80-yard drive capped by a Barsotti bootleg keeper at 2:29 of the
first quarter.
Early in the second quarter,
White threw another touchdown
strike to Szlachcic to give BG a
21-7 lead.
Again the Bulldogs followed a
BG score with a touchdown, this
time in just 1:22.
After a scoreless third period,
the Falcons opened the fourth
rirter with a nine play, 80-yard
ve which ended with a Smith
one-yard touchdown run. The
score gave BG a 28-14 advantage.
FSU cut the deficit to seven, on
a five-yard touchdown pass to
Marty Thompson. The score was
all the closer FSU could come.
Story compiled by Rob
McCurdy.

FRESNO FACTS AND FIGURES:
* Bowling Green's Mark Szlachcic and Fresno State's Mark
Baraolli *m named the game's Mont Valuable Players. Silachir
caught 11 [in-.-!-*, for 189 yards and two touchdowns; Barsotti,
playing in his first game since breaking a bone in hi» left leg Oft.
19, completed 25 of 36 paaiei for 286 yards and one touchdown.
He also rushed for a TD.
* Bowling Green, the Mid-American Conference champion,
defeated Fresno State 28-21 to win the 1991 California Raisin
bowl in Fresno's Bulldog Stadium. Bowling Green finished its
season with a record of 11-1; FSU, the Big West Conference
co-champion, ended its season with a record of 10-2.
* Attendance was 34377 - a California Raisin Bowl record. The
old California Raisin Bowl attendance record was 32.534 (Fresno
State vs. Bowling Green, 1985).
* The lost was FSU's first in Bulldog Stadium since Oct. 17, 1987
(20-16 vs. San Jose State).
* Bowling Green won its tint California Raisin Bowl in three
trie*. It previously had lost to Fresno State in 1982 (29-28) and
1985 (51-7). Fresno State lost its first California Raisin Bowl in
five appearances.
* Fresno State outgained Bowling Green 484-383.
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Fresno State's Tony Brown trails wide receiver Mark Szlachcic as he prepares for his first touchdown
catch. Szlachcic had 10 more catches In addition to another touchdown. This is the first game he has had
more than one tonrhdown catch.
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Local bar patrons
celebrate win with
drinks, goalposts
by Irish Davis and John Kohl- Furnace estimated at 150 people
took down the goalposts and
strand
proceeded to carry them down
rite BG News
East Wooster Street, back to M.T.
Muggs.
Police prevented 1,500 Falcon
"We carried the goalposts right
fans from tearing the goalposts down the middle of Wooster so
down at the California Raisin everyone could see," said ManBowl, but 150 M.T. Muggs patrons ley. "People were honking their
ripped them down anyway —the horns and giving us high fives,"
ones at Doyt L. Perry field, that he added.

is.

According to Mike Furnace,
assistant manager of M.T.
Muggs, 1414 E. Wooster St., he
unintentionally dared a full
crowd at his bar to do it Saturday
evening.
"I said, 'If you guys go get the
goalposts, we'll have free beer
all night.' I didn't really think
anyone would do it," Furnace
said.
Apparently the crowd at M.T.
Muggs took the dare seriously
and\ at the end of Bowling
Green's upset victory, left the establishment and headed toward
the stadium.

The BG Newi/Jiy Murdock
The Falcon defense proved once again that they are a forced to be reckoned with. Despite allowing
Fresno's offense to obtain 484 yards, the defense was able to keep the Bulldogs under control.

Falcon Fever sweeps
BG as fans celebrate
by Mark DeChant
sports writer
Campus chaos swept through
Bowling Green yesterday as residence halls, bars, and goalposts
■ill fell victim to attacks of Falcon
Fever.
Before, during, and after the
football team's stunning 28-21 victory in the California Raisin
Bowl, the students went beyond
the bounds of sanity to support
the team. In dormitories, throngs
of people could be found
wherever a cable system was
hooked up. Freshman math education major Ken Yablonsky was
one of the crazy fans.
"We jam-packed a friend's
room to watch the game, and we
had a great time," Yablonsky
said. "When the game got close at
the end, we all grabbed boxes of

raisins and started pounding
them."
The excitment was not limited
to on-campus students, of course.
Lisa F.sposito, a junior MISaccounting major, explained her
simple celebration techniques.
"I watched the game in my
apartment," Esposito said, "then
went into town and partied. I
thought the same was awesome.
They played great and had a
great year."
Few people gave the Falcons a
chance to beat Fresno State, the
team with the top-ranked offense
in the nation. They were 14-point
underdogs, and almost all
national publications predicted a
BG loss. None of those things had
any affect on Falcon Fever,
though.
"I nad very good confidence in
the team," Tod Tyler said. "I
knew that the team's spirit would

help them beat Fresno. The game
was one of the most exciting I
have ever seen."
Tyler, a freshman, has some
predictions for the future:
'"They're going to be great again
next year. The key is to keep
Blackney for a long time. He did a
perfect job this year."
Some students decided to show
their excitement publicly. An estimated ISO people gave their own
version of a "post-game"show by
displaying the football field's
uprights throughout town. Eric
Peachman, who assisted in the
pole parade, explained what happened at Founders.
"After the game, about 200 of
us ran out into the street and went
nuts. Everyone was stopping
traffic and setting off fireworks.
It was totally out of control. Then
we started chanting, 'Goalpost,
Goalpost,'and off we went."

"In Muggs at the end of the
game, everybody yelled, 'GOALPOST! GOALPOST!' and then
over half of the bar cleared out,"
said Tim Dadik, junior IPCO
major.
Kevin Mauley, junior marketing major, was also at M.T.
Muggs at the end of the football
game. "We followed people and
ran all the way to the stadium,
stopping only once along the way
to relieve ourselves," Manley
said.
Once at the stadium, a crowd

"Everybody was screaming
and hollering. It was what college
is all about, Dadik said.
After returning to the bar with
the goalposts, the crowd began
signing them.
"People brought markers in
and signed their names on the
goalposts," said Manley. In a
telephone interview Sunday
afternoon, Det. Tim James of the
University police department
said the Athetic Department does
not plan to press charges.
"We're not making a big deal
out of this," James said. "It's
quite a thing for a team to win the
bowl game, so a celebration can
be understood."
"We'd just like to find where
the goalposts are so we can put
them up for next season."
Later Sunday, a representative
of the police department said the
posts had been tenatively identified at M.T. Muggs, but an athletic department official would be
needed for positive identification.
Furnace expressed hope that
M.T. Muggs would be able to keep
the goalposts for a while.

Yenglin sets
freestyle record
by Mark DeChant
sports writer
Despite the record-setting
performance of Keely Yenglin, the women's swim team
lost a dual meet to Notre
Dame, 124-119. The men also
lost, by the score of 174-66.
Yenglin set a new Bowling
Green record in the 1000 yard
freestyle event, clocking a
10:10.55. She won the event
easily, outpacing the rest of
the field by 17 seconds. Later
in the meet, she became the
first swimmer in the MAC to
break five minutes in the 500
Sard freestyle. While proud of
er accomplishments, Yenglin is focusing more on team
goals than personal.
"I think we did very well as

a team," she said. "We really
stayed together and just
swam strong. I'm looking
forward to our Florida trip, so
we can get in a lot of good
training.
Included in her banner day
was a first place in the 400
yard freestyle relay.
Relay teammate Sheri
Kraus garnered two first
places. Her relay effort was
complimented by a 24.60 in
the 50 yard freestyle. First
places were also grabbed by
Amanda Applegate, Trish
Klasmeier, and Josie McCulloch. McCulloch's performance was a special one. Her
2:17.69 in the 200 yard breaststroke was the second fastest
clocking in MAC history.
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Hospitalized children
benefit from Cal Bowl
While the California Raisin Bowl has served as a competitive bowl
game between the Mid-American Conference and the Big West Conference, Its main purpose has been to benefit the Valley Children s
Hospital in Fresno. The hospital is the only pediatric care facility in
Central California.
The bowl has raised more than $360,000 for the hospital since the
first Cal Bowl, while this year's California Raisin Bowl will donate a
minimum of $50,000.
At the Buddy Booster program, players from each team are paired
up with children being treated at the facility. In addition to touring the
hospital, the players and patients spend time together, talk about
common interests, and go on the field prior to the game for the coin
toss.
(top leftiNose guard Mark Ross and his Cal Bowl Kid slurp it up at
the Ice-cream eating contest The winner of the contest has consistently won the Cal Bowl, but BG's loss to FSU here did nothing to hamper
their game. Bowling Green won the bowling, rib-eating, and go-cart
competitions.
(left)Quarterback Pat Gucciardo signs a commemorative football
for his new friend Wendy Harbert at the pairing-up ceremony. More
than 30 players from each team were matched up with children being
treated at the hospital.
(above)Quarterback Erik White puts his Cal Bowl Kid Zacharv Mustek one up on everyone else during the coin toss prior to the California
Raisin Bowl.
TWBGNtwi/Jiyl
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Photos and text by Jay Murdock
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(top) The "sunny California" city of Fresno spent moat of Raisin
Bowl week under the cover of a heavy, persistent fog, which made
Falcon football practice a little more difficult to watch Friday morning(left) Considering her 7:3§ a.m. departure time, sophomore marching band member Nlkkl Howard can be excused for falling asleep on
the flight to Fresno Thursday morning.
(above) Two of the Cal Bowl's Falcon heroes. Mark Silacbclc and
Kevin O'Brien, pose together for photos after their tt-ll upset victory
agalast Fresno State Saturday afternooa. Srlaehrir was the game's
MVP, while O'Brien farced the tacomplete pass that ended the Bulldog's final drive and cltacbed the win for BG.
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Falcons are more Basketball drops close
than contenders match to Penn State

Who'd have thunk it? Bowling
Green pulling off the upset?
Not me. The odds against the
Midwesterners were too great.
First, the stats.
BG played the Big West chamEion Fresno State Bulldogs, a
r.un with the most explosive
offense in the country. FSU
topped the NCAA charts with 44.2
points per game and also ranked
first in total offense averaging 542
yards a game.
The FSU defense was the
topped ranked unit in the Big
West, giving up just 19 points and
307 yards a contest.
Next, the site.
The Falcons played FSU in its
home stadium, a place where the
Bulldogs had not lost since 1987.
Finally, the history.
In two previous Cal Bowls, BG
lost to the Bulldogs. In 1982, FSU
won 29-28, and in 1985, BG lost
51-7.
Add the facts together, and it's
a no brainer. FSU is the winner,
no doubt. The game is a mere
formality, right. WRONG!
The team understood the facts,
but didn't get caught up in the
Fresno State hoopla. They respected their opponent, but were
not awed by their flashy adversary. And along the same lines,
the Mid-American Conference
champions felt they didn't get
their due respect from the California squad.
The situation left BG with no
alternative but to make the Bulldogs respect them. A 28-21 victory over FSU proved to be the
trick.
Before the game, FSU coach
Jim Sweeney felt the key to the
game would be his and his staff's
experience.

Rob McCurdy
Views from
the Press Box

After the game, Sweeney said
BG was the best-coached team
the Bulldogs have faced. He also
admitted the Falcon's were better than he thought.
That's what happens when you
get upset.
"They are impressive in today's times in how they handle
themselves and coming back
after winning three last year to
winning 11 this year. I'm going to
vote them in the Top 25,"
Sweeney said.
The victory should come as no
suprise to the Falcon faithful, but
yet, it did suprise me.
As BG was fulfilling its fantasy,
I kept waiting for the dream to
turn into a nightmare.
When FSU quarterback Mark
Barsotti was engineering his
team's final drive, I figured this
Cinderella story wouldn't have a
happy ending.
But the BG goal-line defense
held, and, once again, proved this
skeptic wrong.
Back in September, I wrote
that the Falcons may be more
like pretenders than contenders.
Today, they're better than contenders. They're CHAMPIONS!
Congratulations.
Rob McCurdy is a sports writer
for the News.

Women's hoops
defeat Illinois
The girls basketball team, by way of a second-half defensive stand,
defeated Illinois State, 71-55.
The Falcons left the court ahead, 30-26, but were pressed when they
returned. The usually sharpshooting Falcons, who lead all MAC
schools in three-point, free throw, and overall shooting percentage,
didn't stay to form. In fact, the only thing that kept them in the game
was their defense.
"I was very happy with how our defense played," head coach Jaci
Clark said, referring to the low ISU tally. v'We worked on our halfcourt defense all last week, and I wanted to see how it would work.
They executed very well."
Leading the Falcons in the scorebook were Judit Lendvay and Talita Scott, with 16 and 15 points, respectively. Scott and Lori Albers (12
points) provided a needed scoring spark from the bench. They were
key factors in a decisive 12-point run at the beginning of the third
quarter.
"In the second half, our transition was a big key," Clark said. "The
press caused a number of turnovers, which led to easy baskets. After
our run, the girls felt they could control the tempo the rest of the
way."
Sophomore point guard Susie Cassell ran the offense effectively,
dishing out eight assists. She also came up with five steals. The women, 7-1 on the year, will stay on the road during the holiday break.
Contests at Akron, Michigan Sate, and Valparaiso should prepare BG
for the MAC season. The Falcons will ride the wave of their recent
success right through to the aid of December, according to Clark.

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)
— Four Matt Gaudio free
throws in the final 2:11 gave
Penn State a 51-48 victory over
Bowling Green Saturday and
sent the Nittany Lions off to
their best start in 66 years.
The Nittany
Lions (6-0)
outscored the
Falcons 9-2 in
the game's
final 4:27.
Bowling
Green's only
points down
the stretch
came on Mike
Larranaga
Swanson's
layup at the buzzer

1T5

Shane Kline-Ruminski's
layup put Bowling Green (2-6)
up 46-42, but the Falcons turned
the ball over twice, and had it
stolen twice, in the last three
minutes. Tom Hall also missed
a pair of free throws.
Penn State, meanwhile, hit
seven of eight free throws in the
same period, with Gaudio's
first two giving the Lions a 47-46
lead with 2:11 remaining. He
added two more to put the Lions
up 49-46 with 49 seconds left.
Neither team led by more
than five points, and Bowling
Green helped account for the
low-scoring game by patiently
working the ball around on
offense. Many times, the Falcons would work more than a
half-minute off the clock before
shooting.
The 6-0 record is Penn State's
first since the 1924-25 season.
Bowling Green had a two-game
winning streak ended.
Monroe Brown scored 11
glints to lead the Lions. Vada
urnett scored 10 for the Falcons before fouling out.
"We controlled the game to
as great a degree as we could,"
said Falcons coach Jim Larranaga. "If we could have cashed in at the foul line, we
would have had a shot at It."
Penn State shot 25 free throws
to Bowling Green's six. From
the field. Bowling Green sank 22
field goals to Penn State's 16.
"I thought they outplayed us
and we're very fortunate to
have won," said Penn State
coach Bruce Parkhill.
"They shot the ball well. They
held the ball. I don't know why
they're holding the ball on us.
It's not like we're Carolina or
something," Parkhill said.
On the stat sheet, Bowling
Green was the winner. It shot 52

The BG Nem/llob Wrlzlrr

Junior guard Vada Burnett attempts to block a shot by a University of
Findlay guard. The Falcons were defeated by Penn State Saturday,
51-48.
percent from the field to Penn free throws and threw the ball
State's 36 percent and had more away with 12 seconds left. Matt
Otto also missed a three-pointer
rebounds.
with a minute left.
But in the end. Bowling Green
"We were looking for Matt.
couldn't sink a shot when it
needed to. Hall had the ball sto- He got open. It was what we
were
looking for. He missed,"
len underneath with three
minutes left, missed a pair of Larranaga said.
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Trustees to finish work
with Founders decision

Briefly
Inside

by Aaron Dorksen

Finals week extra:
Tips on what to eat, what
to study and what to do to
prepare to leave this place.
►•See page eight.
Photo story:
Follow Jennifer Newcomer through a weekend at
the Toledo Humane Society.
► See page twenty.
Naughty and nice:
The News decides with its
annual awards of canes and
coal.
►•See page twenty-three.

TheFarrakhan/
Chuck D experience:
The Black Student Union
of The University of Toledo
and Muhammad's Mosque
No. 91 of Toledo are cosponsoring the Black
Midwest/Student Conference on Jan. 17-18 on the
University of Toledo campus.
Louis Farrakhan will be
the main speaker during the
conference, while Chuck D
from the rap group Public
Enemy will appear in concert with the SelfExpression Teen Theater.
For more information and
tickets, call 372-1312.
headline here:
SOLVANG, Calif. (AP) —
A parachuting paparazzi
who crashed Elizabeth Taylor's October wedding with
a helmet-mounted video
camera was sentenced to
five days in jail.
"I didn't expect anything
like that," said Harris, 34, a
free-lance photographer. He
had pleaded no contest to
trespassing and said he expected only a $350 fine.

adminstration reporter

Mary Edmonds

Edmonds
vying for
position at
Stanford
by Aaron Dorksen
administration reporter

Vice President of Student Affairs Mary Edmonds is among
the finalists for a similar position
at Stanford University according
to several sources within the University.
One source said Edmonds will
travel to Stanford this week to
meet with school officials.
Clifton Boutelle, director of
public relations, was not able to
say how many finalsits were still
in contention for the position but
he did say it was down to a select
few.
"It's down to the nitty gritty,"
Boutelle said.
Edmonds said that Stanford is
still conducting a national search
and she would feel more comfortable discussing the position when
more is known.
Edmonds was appointed vice
? resident of student affairs in
983 by University President Paul
Olscamp. Prior to her appointment as vice president, she
served as dean of the University's
College of Health and Community
Services.
Edmonds, who received her
11 See Edmonds, page ten.
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The University Board of
Trustees will wrap up its 1991
business Friday, voting on the
appropriation of money to finish
the design plans
of Founders
Quadrangle.
The board
will also consider a previously tabled
motion dealing
with Student
Legal Services
and its re- .
lationship with Les Barber
the University.
Lester Barber, secretary to the
Board of Trustees, said the
trustees will make a decision on
whether to direct money toward
the completion of a final design
plan for the Founders renovation.
"The main point [the board will
decide] is whether to authorize
the money it will take to finish the
design," Barber said. "The board
is not yet voting on whether to do
the actual construction."
Last May trustees voted to look
into the possibility of completely

renovating Founders Quadrangle
in an effort to make Founders
more attractive to upperclassmen.
Improvements discussed at
last spring's trustees meeting included air conditioning and private bathrooms in student rooms
and the conversion of five-person
rooms into two-person suites.
Trustees said they intend to
make Founders the' 'first choice "
of residence halls.
The trustees will also attempt
to clarify the wording of two old
items of business.
An amendment dealing with
the University's relationship with
Student Legal Services is also expected to be acted upon.
Trustees tabled the SLS motion, which would basically make
SLS independent from the University because there were some
concerns with the wording of the
amendment, Barber said.
"There was some uncertainty
at the last meeting [about]
whether SLS could be used to take
action against the University,"
Barber said.
After researching the issue, it
was found that according to Ohio
statutes there is no way that SLS
could sue the University or its

agents.
The other matter of wording
the board will discuss deals with
the governance doctrine that describes the role of the trustees'
governance of the University.
The trustees will make changes
in their actual bylaws and add to
their governance doctrine lanSuage that will better describe
ieir role in the governance of the
University, Barber said.
Suzanne Crawford, director of
continuing education, and Jeff
Grilliot, director of international
programs, will present the Board
with reports on the University's
special committee for international education.
The committee, selected by
University President Paul Olscamp in late October, has 23
members and a $120,000 budget
along with 125 tuition waivers for
international students coming to
Bowling Green.
For each waiver, the Bowling
Green student must have the op
port unity to attend the university
of the visiting student.
An important part of the committee's research will be to formulate innovative ways in which
University students can earn
credits abroad.

Randle to receive honorary degree
William Randle Jr. will
receive an honorary doctor of
humanities degree during the
University's winter commencement exercises Saturday.
Randle, whose diverse career
has included working as a radio
personality, college teacher,
author and attorney, is being
honored for his support and interest in the University's popular culture library and sound
recordings archives.
He currently maintains a law
Kractice in Cleveland and Oklaoma and teaches at several
universities, including Columbia and University of Cincinnati.

His first association with the
University grew out of his initial career in radio. In 1949. he
signed on with then-struggling
radio station WERE in Cleveland By the mid-1950s it was
one of the most powerful rockand-roll stations in the country
and Randle was one of the nation's top disc jockeys.
Ray Browne, chairperson of
the University popular culture
department and Distinguished
University Professor, said
Randle had an "uncanny knack
of judging musical talent and
cultural trends. He was among
the first to recognize the star
qualities of singers like Johnny

Merry Christmas"

Ray and Elvis Presley and was
instrumental in their emergence as popular singers.
"Without a doubt, Randle has
been one of the most influential
men connected with the entertainment industry of the 20th
century," Browne said. During
this period, rime magazine
named him "Disc Jockey of the
Year." He went to New York
City's WCBS in 1961 for four
years before returning to Cleveland and WERE.
An active friend of the University since 1968, Randle has
given materials valued at
I1 See Randle, page nine.
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Student leaders'
food for thought
by Christy Vargo
contributing reportet
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Finals diet won't harm
students in the long run
by Christy Vargo

Student leaders say their
diets will change to keep up
with the fast pace of finals
week.
Undergraduate Student
Government President Mike
Sears said he plans to eat his
Undergraduate Alumni Association survival kit along with
his favorite munchies, which
include Snickers bars, Coke
and pretzels.
Scars said he prefers these
snacks because they contain
sugar and carbohydrates to
keep him going.
"I'm usually so busy [during finals] that I grab something on the way to finals and
between them, he said.
Jeff Mehrige, InterFraternity Council president, said
Sizza and Dr. Pepper is his
nials mainstay.
"You know those french
bread pizzas that Stouffers
makes? Well, I eat them all
the time — and Pisanello's
small pizza and pop for four
bucks," Mehrige said.
Mehrige said he snacks on
M&M's candy and cheese and
peanut butter cracker sandwiches between meals.
Jim Tinker, a former student mayoral candidate, said
he will not deviate from his
normal staple of hot dogs and
Ramen noodles during finals
week.
"I'll also eat Kimchi, or
Korean cabbage, and Maz-

Merhige: Dr.
Pepper and
Stouffers will
keep him going
this week.

well House coffee grounds
straight from the can," he
said.
Tonia Simmons, Black
Greek Council president, said
she will lean on chocolate and
Pepsi for extra energy.
"I have brownies and Hostess chocolate cupcakes for
finals week," she said.
Simmons said she also
plans on eating chicken prepared in a variety of ways.
Linda Schnetzer, MidAmerican Panhellenic Conference Association president
and former USG vice president, said she is not much of a
junk food eater. Except duringr finals week.
'The best food for finals
week is 'Cool Ranch Doritos'," she said.
Schnetzer said she got
hooked on the snack chips
during her first finals week at
the University, and has maintained the tradition every
semester since then.
"My second semester, I
bought three bags of barbeque potato chips, which I hate
and ended up giving to my
roommate, just to get the
Cool Ranch Doritos behind
them," she said.

contributing reporter

During the last-minute crunch
of finals, those students who will
neglect healthy eating habits and
resort to stimulant foods to keep
alert have nothing to worry
about.
Kay Soltesz, registered dietician and assistant professor,
foods and nutrition, said poor habits that surface during finals
week should not affect a student's
overall health.
"Keep in mind this is one week
in your life, and your health
should not decline if you return to
normal eating habits after finals," she said.
Soltesz said there are no specific foods that help the body deal
with stress, and recommended
the old standby: three wellbalanced meals a day.
"Brain food," or food containing high levels of sugar and caffeine, will provide a short-term
energy perk but will cause fatigue once the effect has worn off,
SoLstesz said.
Three meals a day will provide
a continuous energy level without
the rocky ups-and-downs of sugar, Soltesz said.
Nervous eaters who consume
more when stressed-out should
substitute healthy foods like fresh
fruits and vegetables for junk
food, but shouldn't worry about
eating more if it is only for a
week, Soltesz said.
"Popcorn is a good snack food

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES. DUPLEXES. & APARTMENTS

Nearly 500 UHlitS with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Preparing for a late night of studying ahead of her, sophomore mathSee Food, page ten. ematics major Leah Brecksteln gets a candy bar from a vending
machine in Rogers Quadrangle Saturday night.
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Ash offers theft-prevention tips
by Klmberly Larson
human diversity reporter

When Christmas time finally
rolls around and final exams are
over, most people just want to get
the heck out of Bowling Green
and head home
for the holidays.
But criminals
may be moving
in, hoping to
steal valuables
at the expense
of University
students.
According to
Bowling Green Ash
Police Chief Galen Ash, people
who reside in apartment complexes should take extra
measures to ensure a theft does
not occur while home on break.
"Apartments are basically the
major problematic area for potential thefts," Ash said. "This is
because masses of people live
there and they do not know their
neighbors."
Ash said sometimes thieves
will steal things right under the
noses of other residents because
these people often do not realize
the thief does not live in the
apartment complex. They think
the person who fives there is iust
bringing his or her valuables
home, he said.
Ash said the best advice he can
give is to take the expensive
major items home or put them
into storage where they are guaranteed to be secure.

"It wouldn't hurt to have someone check
your property every once in awhile. Leave
your phone number with them in case they
notice something wrong."
—Galen Ash, police chief
"Take with you the gold,
cameras, televisions and compact discs," Ash said. "It's the
little items which can be turned
over rapidly for money or drugs
that the thief generally goes
after."
Before leaving for Christmas
break, Ash suggests making sure
all of the windows are locked with
a deadbolt because many of the
locks already on the windows and
doors are not strong enough to
Erevent a potential thief from
reaking and entering.
Fixing timers to lights and
radios is a very good idea and
may serve as a deterrent because
it will make the apartment or
house appear to be inhabited, he
said.
"Also, it wouldn't hurt to have
someone check your property
every once in awhile," ne said.
"Leave your phone number with
them in case they notice something wrong, or leave it with the
police so we can call if we notice a
break-in."
Ash said the police patrol the
apartments as frequently as possible, but thieves may notice a
schedule to their rounds, so the
chances of theft can only be reduced, not eliminated.

$122,000 to the Center for Popular Culture, including 9,000 records, 3,000 books, a complete set
of "National Geographic"
periodicals from 1927 — 1967 on
microfilm and a collection of
sheet music. In addition, Handle
became a Presidents Club member in 1969.
In 1970, Randle flew his plane
from Cleveland to Bowling Green
once a week to teach a class in
popular fiction. He still maintains
contact with University staff.
Randle did not allow the fact
that he dropped out of high school
keep him from earning two
master's degree and a doctorate,
as well as a law degree. "Because
of his background and struggle,
he is extremely committed to the
welfare of society," Browne said.
"Being from Cleveland. I grew

"Many people remember to
have a stick across the bottom,
while forgetting to wedge something in the top," Ash said. "This
prevents the thief from simply
lifting the glass door out."
Ash said renter's insurance
may be a good idea to have should
anything be stolen because then
money will be given to the individual for replacement.
"It can be for every little thing
you buy," Ash said. "If someone
stole all of your socks, how much
will it cost to get them replaced?
It nil adds up."

up with his voice and theme
song," said William Schurk, University sound recordings archivist. "As a teen, I listened to rockand-roll every day. He became a
part of my life. It was a wonderful
experience to get to meet him
face-to-face. The friendship that I
made was much more valuable
than any of the donations."
Handle still considers himself a
man of energy and ambitions.
"I am an older guy with gray
hair and glasses, but I think I am
indestructible," he told a reporter.
He has often been characterized as arrogant, but he says his
is an "arrogance of excellence"
and he claims to strive for it constantly. Randle also states society has greatly recognized and
rewarded him; his only wish is to
give something in return.

Water pipes are generally
not given much thought, except maybe when paying the
utility bill.
However, before leaving
for Christmas break, make
sure someone takes these
Eipes into account or you may
e returning to an apartment
or house filled with water
from a water pipe which
burst.
According to Bob Schwartz,
superintendent of the Bowling
Green Utility Department,
the best way to prevent pipes
from freezing is to leave
enough heat on over break.

"Most problems occur because the heat is on too low
and sometimes air sneaks
into the house and freezes the
pipes," Schwartz said. "Usually the meter freezes first
and breaks."
The heat does not have to be
at a particularly high temperature since school will be
out for a short time period.
Forty-five to 50 degrees
should be sufficient.
An alternative to leaving
the heat on is to call the utility
office and ask them to turn
your water off during vacation.
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Food Operations
Closing Dates
DownUnder -

Handle
l) Continued from page seven.

Sliding glass doors are the
major area of break-ins. Ash
said.

Turn up your heat,
avoid water damage

December 16 at 12:00 midnight

Chily's Express - December 20 at 2:00pm
The Galley -

December 18 at 12:00 midnight

G.T. Express -

December 20 at 2:00pm

Garden Terrace - December 17 at 11:00pm

All Dining Halls Close At
2:00pm On Friday,
December 20.

University Food Operation - 372-2891
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Study Skills offers Incompletes may be the key
tips for test anxiety for some despairing students
by LeeAnn Palmer
contributing writer

This late in the semester,
we all wish we could wave our
fingers and have a couple
extra days to get things done.
"Everyone could always
use two extra days to study,"
says Joyce Blinn, supervisor
for the study skills lab. But
"students have to learn to be
effective and efficient in maximizing their time."
The Study Skills lab, 213
Mosley Hall, offers a handout
with tips on how to study for
exams and they also have a
video to help students reduce
test anxiety, but if there is not
enough time in the day to get
to the lab here are a few tips:
► If vou are on the border

between one grade and another in a class you would
want to allot more study time
for that course than another
course where the grade is
more certain.
► Get a good night's sleep
the night before the exam because it's usually worth more
than last-minute studying.
► Don't plan on studying the
night before the test because
it might not be enough time.
► Keep up with and get
ahead on your studying, especially reviewing and relearning. This will cut down
on the need for last minute
studying.
► Don't try to get' 'five more
minutes of study" while waiting for the exam. This will
just make you more tense and
panicked.

by Doug Baker

general assignment reporter

If schoolwork just seems like
too much this week, taking an incomplete may be an option for
students who aren't going to get
everything done.
But the semester break will not
be all fun and games for those
students who receive an incomplete in a course.
According to the undergraduate catalog, an incomplete is given when for some acceptable
reason, a student fails to meet a
definite requirement in a course
as established by the instructor.
According to Kathy Arrowsmith, college academic adviser of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
incompletes are usually given for
medical or other emergency
reasons but it is really up to the

professor.
"A student can receive an incomplete if a student hasn't completed the required course work,"
she said. "Individual professors
have his or her own requirements."
The deadline for students receiving an incomplete to complete their course work is March
1.
Arrowsmith said that if the
work is not turned in by March 1,
the incomplete is computed as an
F in the student's cumulative
grade-point average.
According to Arrowsmith, the
F is calculated into the gradepoint average even if the deadline
is extended by the instructor.
According to the catalog, students who have been granted an
extension, however, will have the
opportunity to have their grade
point averages recalculated and

Incompletes are
usually given for
medical or other
emergency reasons
but it is really up to
the professor.
the incomplete changed to the assigned grade.
Bruce Edwards, associate
professor of economics, said if a
student has been doing the proper
work but cannot complete it by
semester's end, an incomplete is
very appropriate.
"I will probably give more than
anyone else at the University at
the undergraduate level," Edwards said. "Basically it takes
the time pressure off and keeps
the standards of work high."

Food
] Continued from page eight.
because it is crunchy like potato
chips but lower in fat, if you don't
use too much butter," she said.
Soltesz offered some advice for
students studying for finals with
the flu or a cold.
"If you're sick, eat well and
drink a lot of fluids, because the

stress of finals will aggravate
your illness," she said.
Getting a well-balanced meal
during finals week should not be a
problem for on-campus residents.
All residence dining halls will
maintain normal operating hours
during finals week and close for
break Friday at 2 p.m.
The Falcon's Nest cafeteria in

the University Union will not
offer extended hours during finals week, but will be open during
break.
In addition, 1,900 students will
receive Undergraduate Alumni
Association final exam survival
kits from their parents. These include fresh fruit, pretzels, cookies, hot choclate, Cracker Jacks,
Kudos, Campbell's chicken
noodle soup and assorted candy.
Tempting as it may be, Alan
Zink, UAA adviser, cautioned
against consuming the whole
survival kit at once.
"Eat the kit little-by-little during study breaks," he said.
Students who plan to use the
vending machines as a crutch

Edmonds
i i Continued from page seven.
doctoral degree in sociology from
Case Western Reserve University, is a licensed physical therapist whose area of research specialization includes medical and
social gerontology.
If Edmonds wins the job at
Stanford she would be going to a
prestigious University, but one

"Keep in mind this is one week in your life,
and your healt should not decline if you
return to normal eating habits after finals,'
—Kay Soltesz, dietician
during finals may be relieved to
know their vending machines
should remain well-stocked.
AVI Food System will maintain
their normal service schedule
and step up service in certain locations, operations manager Tim
Brothers said.
The pop machines in the offcampus student center and the

business administration lounge
will be serviced twice a day every
day during finals week. Brothers
said.
"Canned pop is a big seller —
students drink a lot," he said.
About 5,000 cans are distributed
on campus during a normal week
of operation.

which has been engaged in turmoil during the past year.
Stanford's former president
Donald Kennedy recently resigned because of allegations that
he charged the federal government too much overhead for university projects.
Kennedy was also charged with
using the money in inappropriate
ways, including using it for renovations on his own house.

PEACE AND QUIET
That's what you need during Final Exam Week. If you can't get that in your noisy
dorm or apartment, then call us at the Days Inn-Bowling Green.
Ask for the Special Exam Week Rate of
$25.00 (plus tax).

You can study in Peace and Quiet and we'll even spring for your coffee.

352-5211

|'A'*-II.T71
■uiurrout.

1550 E. Wooster, B.G., Oh. 43402
Graduation reservations are still available for 12/21. Call Now!
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Married college presidents
live at respective campuses
by Marlcnc Aig
The Associated Press
BRONXVILLE, N.Y. - Warren and Alice Ilchman have his
and her colleges. And a good
hour's commute in between.
He is the president of Pratt Institute in Brooklyn; she is the
head of Sarah Lawrence College
in this New York City suburb.
A power couple of the 1990s,
Warren and Alice are believed to
be the only husband-wife team of
college presidents in the country.
Being married to a fellow
Eresident "gives you someone to
ilk to who's especially helpful,"
says Alice, who has led Sarah
Lawrence for a decade. "We've
always read and edited each other's material."
"We've even written each other's material," says Warren, who
has headed Pratt since last year.
He adds with a laugh, "But it's illegal to set the tuition in bed."
Alice lives in a posh 18-room
mansion on her campus. He resides in the president's 32-room
Victorian mansion in Brooklyn's
Clinton Hill section.
"We once suggested sharing a
presidency," Warren says. "No
one would go for it."
So commuting has been part of
their careers. Before Warren
took over the helm at Pratt, he
was in Albany while Alice was in
Bronzville. Before that, Alice
was in Washington and Warren
was in New York.
The last time they lived in one
house was in 1978, when Alice was
dean at Wellesley College and
Warren was dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and the Graduate
School at Boston University.
Alice's job was always home
base for the couple and their two
children, Sarah, now a student at
Vassar, and Frederick, a graduate student at Columbia UniversityThe Ilchmans are enjoying the
fact that the major obstacle separating them these days is only
the Brooklyn-Queens Express-

way — not a plane or train ride.
The two met while Warren was
studying at Cambridge and Alice
at the London School of Economics. They were at a train station,
it was raining and Warren had an
umbrella. The rest, as they say, is
history.
They have been married 31
years.
Their 12-year-old schnauzer,
Sophie, is such a celebrity around

"We've even written
each other's
material," says
Warren, who has
headed Pratt since
last year. He adds
with a laugh, "But
it's illegal to set the
tuition in bed."
Sarah Lawrence that a part in a
campus production of "Dinner at
Eight" was written in just for
her. In the living room is a small
I lite of fan mail she received folDwing her debut rehearsal.
Are there advantages to having
two presidencies in the family?
"It gives us a very rich social
and cultural life," Alice says.
Warren ticks off an exhausting
week's calendar of art shows, oftBroadway shows, school events,
educational forums and mandatory college president appearances.
The family fax machines help
keep the social engagements in
order and the children have been
called upon as substitute co-hosts
when the spouse has to attend his
or her own school function.
Pratt and Sarah Lawrence are
small private colleges. Both
presidents say their primary
concern is preserving the quality
and character of their respective
institutions.

Sarah Lawrence, with 1,186 undergraduate and graduate students, is a liberal arts school,
known for its tutorial system and
nurturing of writing and dramatic skills. Pratt, with an enrollment of 3,270, focuses on the
visual arts, sculpture, painting,
architecture, design.
Both schools were founded by
families who still keep a hand in
their operation. And both are
Cricey. A year's tuition at Sarah
awrence is $22,000; Pratt charges $11,000.
Both presidents grapple with
finding money for their institutions, a crisis faced by colleges
everywhere.
And both worry about making
colleges accessible to future generations, realizing that the student body is no longer the 1950s
stereotype.
"You're more likely to have a
woman single head of household
than an 18-year-old white male
with a mother at home, father
who works and one sibling,"
Warren says.
Both Alice and Warren share a
passionate devotion to the future
of higher education, noting that
the assumptions of the 20th century — that parents will pay for a
college education — have broken
down. That means more students
have to find ways to pay for
themselves and perhaps spread
out those payments.
"The conception that higher
education must be paid for in a
four-year period must be
changed," Alice says. "It must be
viewed as a long-term investment, like a house."
Both institutions are active in
their communities, with Pratt
students helping small furniture
manufacturers in Brooklyn and
Queens, and Sarah Lawrence
students involved in trying to
make a controversial desegregation plan work in neighboring
Yonkers.
They write together, lecture
together and now, they divide
their time between the houses
here and in Brooklyn.
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is going to CHICAGO!
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woni be the same without youll

January 18, 19,20

Martin Luther
King Weekend

ONLY $79 will get you
1) round trip transportation!

2) 3 days, 2 nights in the Richmont Hotel!
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3) 2, yes 2 continental breakfasts!
So ... If you're a SMART STUDENTyou'll sign up now in the CJAO office,
3rd floor Union - Call 372-2343 for info!
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Popular
math text
keeps up
with times
Many people will tell you,
"'Don't mess with a good thing."
But William Speer, education
professor, and James Heddens of
the University of Central Florida,
refuse to follow that adage. They
have just produced the seventh
edition of Today's Mathematics,
one of the country's most popular
collegiate texts.
The text, published by the
MacMillan Publishing Company,
is designed for use in both graduate and undergraduate courses
for future elementary school
teachers. It can also be used as a
resource for teachers looking for
more effective methods for teaching mathematics.
Heddens wrote the original text
published in 1968. Speer contributed to the fourth and fifth editions and co-authored the sixth
edition in 1988.
"If we are going to retain the title Today's Mathematics, the
book must be consistent with current trends," Speer said.
The biggest change is the way
the book is organized and its
focus on mathematics as problem-solving and decision-making.
The authors have completely reorganized the text on the basis of
new standards adopted by the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics.
"At one time, math courses
were centered on computational
drill and rote memorization of
facts and formulas. NCTM's new
standards reflect a contemporary
vision of mathematical literacy
that stresses an understanding of

The BG Nen/Rob Webler

Take A Break
To relieve the tensions and stress of exam week, go for a jog, go
basic mathematics and the inter- mission on Professional Stanrelationships among different dards for Teaching Mathematics.
number systems," said Speer,
It is that understanding, Speer
who just completed a three-year says, that will allow students to
term on the organization's Com- use mathematics in the real

Qiving m k

Jfaiutiful

$1.00 donated to your local Salvation Army with
every TOTAL LOOK purchase.
■ JN Ibnnigh Jamuity -ith

What a beautiful way to show you can- this season! With every TOTAL LOOK
you purchase during the holidays, Fiesta will donate $1.00 to your local Salvation
Army to help under privileged children.
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swimming, lift some weights or play some basketball like these
students at Eppler South.

WOODLAND MALL
1254 N. Main Street
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world.
"Students must become problem solvers, not just answer finders," he explained. "They still
need to memorize basic facts for

calculating, and they still need to
practice and drill, but they also
need to understand the concepts
involved so that they can apply
them to a variety of situations.
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Faculty evaluation:
it's feedback time!
by Morella Raleigh
contributing wriler
It's the end of the semester and,
among other things, time for faculty evaluations.
Some do not think much of
them; others eagerly mark down
every error and complaint
against a professor.
Despite what some students
may believe, the faculty evaluations filled out at this time of the
year do make a difference, according to University officials. "I
think a lot of students think nothing is done with evaluations, that
the faculty just blows them off. I
don't think that's true at all," College of Arts and Sciences Executive Assistant Diane Regan said.
In most cases evaluations are
conducted by individual departments withiii the colleges and
may be a little different for each
department.
However, they are conducted in
a similar manner almost every-

BG Alum Speaks Out
Former Falcon defensive end and California Raisin Bowl Grand
Marshal Phil Villapiano talks about his football past at the California Raisin Bowl Kick-Off Luncheon in Fresno Friday afternoon. During the game Saturday, Villapiano earned the Falcons
a penalty for going on the playing field after the Falcons recovered a fumble.

"We encourage that faculty
members not be present. The information is withheld from the
faculty until after grades have
been turned in," Regan said.
Regan said most faculty members really value the evaluation.
"Most faculty take those evaluations very seriously. The conscientious faculty take a look at
what is being suggested and
make changes," Regan said.
Regan said in the College of
Arts and Sciences, the evaluations play a role in promotions for
faculty members and in the merit
system, which includes salary
raises.
"Student evaluations play a
6art in the merit system and in
ie tenure promotion reviews,"
she said.
The evaluations are used similiarly in the Department of Foundations and Inquiry in the College
of Education and Allied Profes-

□

See Evaluation, page fourteen.

D
Graduating Seniors

BG music professor
receives an NEA grant
A University music professor
has received a recording grant
from the National for the Arts.
Joseph Sampen, a professor of
musical arts, has been given an
$8,000 grant to produce a compact
disc for Neuma CD's.
The recording will feature "In
Two Worlds" by Morton Subotnick and "Renewing the Myth"
by Marilyn Shrude, associate
professor of musical arts. Compositions by Milton Babbit and
Charles Wuoinen will also be included.
Sampen will be accompanied
by Shrude, a pianist, and by the
Black Swamp Saxophone Quartet, winners of the 1991 Fischoff
National Chamber Music Competition.
Sampen received an NEA consortium grant in 1984 to commission new works for saxophone by
American composers Donald
Martino, Subotnick and Babbitt.
"In Two Worlds," a concerto for
saxophone, wind controller, computer and orchestra was commis-

where.

sioned as part of the grant. Sampen premiered the concerto with
the Toledo Symphony Orchestra
in 1988 and then later performed
the work with the London-based
Electric Symphony and the New
Mexico Symphony.
Considered one of the nation's
leading concert saxophonists,
Sampen has commissioned and
premiered more than 40 new
works, including compositions by
Malcom Bolcom and vladmir Ussachevskv.
In addition to appearing with
orcheatras in the United States,
Sampen has performed as a soloist with the Nurnberg Symphony
Orchestra, the Biel Symphony
and the Osaka Municipal Winds.
Sampen has recorded previously with the Belgian and
Swiss National Radio as well as
on Orion, CRI and Capstone
labels. The new CD will be recorded in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center and is
scheduled for release in the
spring of 1992.

Don't leave town without it your 1991 KEY, that is.

They're waiting for you in
28 West Hall.
Bring your I.D. 10:30-2:30

CALL 2-8086 to check
on your order or to make other
arrangements.
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Evaluation i i Continued from page thirteen.
sions, said department chairperHammond said he has someson Trevor Phillips.
times made changes from sug"It is true that you're not going gestions on the evaluations.
to get rid of a professor, but the
"I always go in and read them.
evaluations definitely count," They help." he said.
Phillips said.
College of Health and Humans
Music Professor Ivan Ham- Services Dean Clyde Willis said
mond said evaluations in the Col- the evaluations are important belege of Music differ from others cause they provide a general
at the University. The evaluation sense of student reaction to the
is an essay that asks students to instructor and the course.
assess briefly the effectiveness of
the professor and the class."
"They provide feedback to an
instructor on his/her quality of
"Check-offs are easier but instruction and in many cases
these probably work better. Most lead to change," he said.
of the students fill the page," he
77us story is reprinted from the
said.
May 6,1991 edition orThe News.
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Giving the Gloves
Senior right tackle Matt Kregel gives bis
gloves to Angel Donez, 7, after the Cal Bowl in

Kresno Saturday afternoon.

Baker, Bush hesitating
to recognize republics
by Barry Scbweid

Only

19

The Associated Press
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MOSCOW — The Russian foreign minister asked U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker III
on Sunday for formal U.S. recognition of the various republics'
independence from the Kremlin.
"This will help to crystallize
authority," and to "stop further
disintegration," Andrei Kozyrev
said after the two met at the Russian Foreign Ministry, Baker's
first stop on a five-day visit to
what he called the "former Soviet
Union."
Baker hedged, saving, "These
are essentially political issues
that are internal." He said the
Bush administration would not
inject itself into the political

struggle between Mikhail Gorbachevs central government and
the new Commonwealth of Independent States.
But Baker did not flatly turn
Kozyrev down, saying, "We will
be looking at the suggestion that
has been made."
Kozyrev told reporters afterward: "I do understand the
United States is in a delicate position."
Baker arrived in Moscow earlier Sunday, carrying to the
faltering Soviet Union undisclosed proposals for accelerating the reduction of the estimated
27,000 nuclear weapons stockpiled in four republics.
The imminent breakup of the
old union is raising concerns that
the weapons cannot be safeguarded indefinitely.

President Bush and Baker,
while asserting their support for
reform and political change, have
hesitated to come down squarely
on the side of the republics. Just
before Ukraine voted for independence, a senior U.S. official
told reporters at the White House
that the administration would
move "expeditiously" and extend
recognition.
But since the vote, Bush and
Baker have declined to take that
step, which normally would involve establishing embassies and
dealing with each republic as an
independent nation.
On Monday, Baker will meet
with Boris N. Yeltsin, the president of the Russian republic and
the dominant force in the movement toward setting up a commonwealth.
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Nat'l Afro-American center
needs more federal funds
The Associated Press
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WILBERFORCE — The
National Afro-American Museum
and Cultural Center is unable to
expand its collection and add a
training center, mainly because
it hasn't received any federal
money during its three years,
officials said.

The museum at the original eral dollars," Director John
Wilberforce University campus Fleming said. "We go to Washhas gotten by on private dona- ington a lot, we're on the phone
tions and state money since it every week. I think we've come a
opened in April, 1988. Federal as- pretty long way, considering our
sistance would alow the museum resources.'
"I think people are of the opinto expand and become a national
training center for black museum ion that the story of the African
professionals.
American needs to be told with
"I thought it was going to be a some kind of detail in the right
much easier task to obtain fed- setting," Mims said.

Rival factions resume shelling
combat for control of Somalia
The Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya — Fighting
between rival clans for control of
Somalia's capital resumed with
artillery and morUr barrages on
Saturday after a daylong lull.
"There is hetvy shelling

again," said Greeoire Tavernier,
regional deputy director of the International Committee of the Red
Cross.
The shelling followed a lull in a
week of almost continuous mortar, rocket and artillery
exchanges in Mogadishu.
Aid workers estimate more

SHIP it'
UPS Ground Service
UPS Red Lable I Blue Lable
Drop off Deadline ■ 2 p.m.
OPEN 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Quick Print, Inc.

than 3,000 people have been killed
and nearly 8,000 wounded in the
fighting, which began on Nov. 17.
Most of the wounded have been
people not involved in the fighting, many of them children.
"It is a human disaster,"
Tavernier said. "Hospitals are
over-flooded with the wounded.
There is a shortage of doctors,
medicine and now food."
The Red Cross halted food deliveries after one of its workers
was shot while bringing food to a
hospital Thursday. Tavernier
said the wounded man was evacuated to Belgium on Saturday.
The fighting is between forces
loyal to President Ali Mahdi Mohamed of the ruling United Somali Congress and the party's
chairman, Gen. Mohamed Farran Aidid.
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(far left)About 50 Falcon fans met the football
team at the Toledo Airport at 5:30 a.m. to thank
them for their win in the California Raisin Bowl.
Several of the football players talked to the fans
through the fence before getting on their basses and
heading to the University.
(middle)Departing from their busses on the east
side of Dwight Perry Stadium around 6:30 a.m., the

More than 400 feared dead
after Egyptian ferry sinking
by William C.Mann
The Associated Press

CAIRO, Egypt — A ferry carrying 579 people sank in the Red Sea
after it was swept up by 10-foot
waves and thrown against a reef,
police said Sunday. As many as
429 people, many returning from
a religious pilgrimage, were
feared drowned.
Egypt's deputy director of port
security. Brig. Abdel-Karim elGazzar, said 150 people had been
rescued by nightfall from waters
off the port of Safaga. But a U.S.
Navy spokesman in Bahrain
quoted Egyptian contacts as saying that 210 had been pulled from
the sea.
The two figures could not be
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immediately reconciled.
El-Gazzar said all but 10 of the
passengers were Egyptians, and
that most were returning from reiligious visits to Muslim holy
■laces in Saudi Arabia when the
erry sank about midnight Saturday six miles off Safaga, 293
miles southeast of Cairo.
He said the foreign passengers
were six Filipinos, two Malaysians, one Sudanese and one
Zaire national. A Sudanese also
was among the 71-member crew,
el-Gazzar said.

Hassan al-Aghouri, Egypt's director of port security, identified
the ferry as the Egyptianregistered Salem Express owned
by the Egyptian Samatour Shipping Company, based in Alexandria.
The 1,105-ton ship was sailing
from Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, to Safaga when it was tossed about by
10-foot waves whipped by 40 mph
winds. The vessel rammed coral
reefs near the Egyptian harbor
and went down immediately, said
al-Aghouri.

TV BG Ntwi/TUH N»

football team is greated by fans welcoming them
back from an underdog win in California over Fresno State.
(far right (Seeing the football busses turning off of
1-75 and heading toward the football stadium, falcon fans carried signs and honked their horns to let
the football team know of their appreciation.
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Dem. hopefuls
debate Sunday
by John King
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Six Democratic presidential hopefuls
heaped criticism on President
Bush's management of the ailing
economy but differed over a cure
Sunday night in a televised debate that served as a prime time
curtain-raiser on the campaign
season.
The White House is "not organized for action," Nebraska Sen.
Bob Kerrey charged in comments
that summed up the attacks on
the Republican president.
Some of the liveliest clashes of
the night came on the subject of
campaign finances. In an unusual
S ambit, former California Gov.
erry Brown twice uttered a tollfree telephone number for potential campaign contributors to
call, despite a plea from moderator Tom Brokaw to refrain.
Kerrey, Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas and Virginia Gov. L.
Douglas Wilder all said they
favor a tax cut designed to help
the middle class, Kerrey saying it
was a matter of fairness, Clinton
and Wilder saying it would put
money into the hands of consumers.
But Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin
called for a massive public works
program instead. Brown and

former Massachusetts Sen. Paul
Tsongas demurred as well.
"The people are listening to us,
they have to have a sense that we
know how to bring this economy
back," said Tsongas, who favors
steps to stimulate business rather
than give money to consumers
through tax breaks.
The lively 90-minute debate on
NBC-TV was held little more than
two months before the first primary of the season, the Feb. 18
election in New Hampshire and
several hours after Clinton
scored a big win in a straw poll in
Florida, winning 54 percent of the
votes.
For all six candidates, the debate was a much-needed opportunity for nationwide exposure.
Missing from the prime-time
event was New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo, a man who towers over
the Democratic field in public
opinion polls, but has not yet announced a decision on whether to
run for president.
President Bush said in advance
he had no plans to watch.
The opening moments of the
debate were marked by several
attacks on Bush, whose popularity has been falling in recent polls
as the economy has worsened.
And the candidates returned to
the same theme in their closing
comments.

Downtown Partying

The W; News/Tim Norninn

Parlous at the Downtown Sports Bar celebrate touchdown in the first half of the California Raafter watching the Falcons score their second isinltowl.

Even college grads are
unable to find work
The Associated Press
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CLEVELAND — A suburban
woman has two degrees in engineering but needs food stamps to
buy groceries.
An Iranian native who formerly
attended medical school in the
United States also receives public
assistance because he hasn't
been able to find a job either.
They are among 596 Cuyahoga
County welfare recipients who
have attended four years of college, said Gwendolyn Hill, deputy
director of the county's Department of Health and Human Services.
A 1990 survey by the U.S. Census Bureau says 2.8 percent or
961,000 college graduates in the
United States are unemployed.
"It's kind of depressing to think
you went through four years of
college and all of a sudden here
you are," said Rhonda Lynch.
"It's more than depressing because you aren't expected to need
this kind of assistance."
Ms. Lynch, 24, of Cleveland
Heights, graduated from Ohio
University in April with In-

dustrial and systems engineering
degrees. She was laid off from the
Cleveland Clinic in July and has
been trying to find work since
then.
She receives about $400 a
month in welfare and food
stamps. She and her infant
daughter live with her parents.
Seyedmehdi Hashemi earned
college degrees in mechanical
engineering and biology in Iran.
His family receives about $620 a
month in welfare and food
stamps.
Hashemi and his wife took out
$20,000 in student loans three
years ago to attend medical
school. But they quit school because Hashemi developed back
pain and his wife needed to care
tor him.
"Every day I send my resumes
out to places," Hashemi said.
"Any place I applied didn't call
me for interview. I don't know
why. Maybe it's just because I'm
a foreigner or because my education was not here.''
An education usually keeps

people off welfare, said George C.
Zeller, senior researcher at the
Council for Economic Opportunities in Greater Cleveland.
"The more education an individual gets, the less likely he is to
be poor," Zeller said. "On the
other hand, education does not
guarantee an escape from poverty. Education is not the only
factor. There are others, such as
race and just plain luck.
Black and Hispanic college
graduates are nearly three times
as likely as whites to be poor, according to the census survey. The
survey said 2.4 percent of white
graduates are poor, compared
with 6.9 percent of blacks and
Hispanics.
Ms. Lynch, who is black,
blames the weak economy on the
growing number of college graduates on welfare.
"I keep getting dressed and going to interviews, but there's not
much I can do except hope the
recession ends," she said.
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People...
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. —
Bob Hope's wife, Dolores Hope,
fell at their desert home and was
hospitalized with a broken arm, a
spokesman said.
Mrs. Hope tumbled Friday as
she entered her house and broke
her left arm, said the spokesman,
Ward Grant.
She was in fair condition Saturday at Eisenhower Medical
Center in Rancho Mirage, about
100 miles east of Los Angeles.
Hope was in Nashville, Tenn.,
taping his Christmas television
special when the accident occurred. Grant said.
"Bhmh Mr. Hopemanz the
children have caled her. She's being pampered at the hospital,"
Grant said. "She's doing fine.
However, she won't be wrapping
Christmas presents this year.
Grant said he didn't know when
Mrs. Hope would be released
from the hospital.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Mario
Thomas is emerging as a top
fund-raiser and spokeswoman for
her late father's favorite charitv.

St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital.
"My sister and brother and I
have taken on the work my father
has done for the past 30 years,"
Miss Thomas said. "It's taking
the three of us and my husband
(TV personality Phil Donahue) to
keep up with his schedule."
Danny Thomas founded the
Memphis hospital in 1962 because
of a vow he made while struggling to get his entertainment career on track. He made the vow in
prayer to St. Jude Thaddeus, the
patron saint of lost causes.
Raising money for the hospital
is a job his children, including
Tony and Terre, were groomed
for early. His widow. Rose Marie,
also is involved.
"For the longest time, I thought
St. Jude was one of my uncles,"
Miss Thomas said recently by
telephone from New York. "We
talked so much about St. Jude....
And once the hospital was built,
our lives were filled with stories
about the children at St. Jude's."
Thomas, who died in February,
is buried in a crypt at the hospital.
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Studying Hard

Sophomore Cherie Gravette studies for her chemistry final In the Batcbelder fourth-floor lounge Saturday night.
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Bad credit to haunt student borrowers
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Students dependent upon loans to finance
their education expect tougher
times ahead with new restrictions
requiring credit reports on borrowers over age 21.
Lawmakers included the restriction to the guaranteed student loan program in legislation
extending unemployment benefits, which President Bush signed
into law last month. Under the
new rules, which take effect in
July, students with bad credit histories will need co-signers to get
loans.
Cathy Hall, 23, a single mother
studying nursing at Cleveland
State University, thinks she
would no longer qualify for loans
because she has a bad credit history, including a repossessed car
and unpaid credit cards.
"If you're trying to make it
through school, I don't feel it's
fair to deny loans," Ms. Hall said.
The new rules are designed to
reduce the cost of the student loan
program and to direct funds in-

over 21, he said.
Lynne Schroeder, 30, a comfiuter science student at CSU has
inanced her education through
loans for three years. She said the
new rules jeopardize her plans to
$850 million.
"I think it's going to hurt mi- graduate because of her bad
nority youth in particular," said credit history and because she
Rep. Louis Stokes, D-Cleveland. doesn't know anyone willing to be
her co-signer.
"I'm so close to finishing, to
"I think it's going to have that happen, I would have to
quit. The past three years would
hurt minority youth
have been such a big waste — my
time and the government's
in particular,"
Ms. Schroeder said.
—Rep. Louis Stokes, money,"
But Rep. Donald J. Pease,
D-Lorain, said requiring credit
reports is one way to help protect
"They have additional problems taxpayers. Lenders don t obtain
coming from inner cities. Their such information now because
families, many times, are very the loans are guaranteed by the
poor and may not have had an government, he said.
opportunity to have good credit
When students fail to pay their
records."
William Bennett, CSU's direc- loans, taxpayers pick up the tab.
tor of financial aid, said inade- About 3.5 million borrowers are
quate funding for government behind on their loan payments,
grants has made it tough for stu- according to the education dedents, and the new rules would partment. In fiscal year 1990,
make things worse. CSU would be loan defaults amounted to $2.4 bilgreatly affected by the changes lion. In fiscal 1991, the figures
because most of its students are rose to $3.6 billion.
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stead to unemployment benefits.
The Congressional Budget Office
predicted $15 million in savings
next year while the Office of
Management and Budget expects
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STD's among teenagers on the rise
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Health department officials expect teenagers to make up about 20 percent of the estimated 8,000 people
who will receive treatment this
year at the city's sexually transmitted disease clinic.
About 7,100 people have visited
the clinic in Corryville so far this
year, with about 900 of them in
August, health officials said. The

number of people coming in with
their first sexually transmitted
disease began to increase in April
from an average of 50 percent to
72 percent. The figures represent
patients treated for gnorrhea,
herpes and chlamydia but do not
included those with AIDS.
The average age of a patient is
about 25, but there are some as
Joung as 16, said Dr. Sudha
lehta, the clinic's medical director.
"We get more worried about

the teen-agers," Mehta said.
"They have no idea about STD."
"Sometimes it looks like a
study hall out there," said Michael Ritchey, director of the city's sexually transmitted
diseases program.
"In spite of all the information
that's available, it's amazing how
naive some of these young people
are." said Greg Rozelle, director
of the Combined Health District's
Personal Health Division.

A soothing 10-minute treatment for dry, damaged
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(Above)Holding the animals and playing with them Is one of the enjoyable parti of working at the Wood County Humane Society said
Newcomer.
(Below)Showing families the animals available at the humane society, Newcomer Introduces the Endlcott family to Jake.
(Above (Jennifer Newcomer, Wood County Humane Society
Weekend Manager, cleans a kitten in the testing room where all cats
are kept for two weeks to check for possible life threatening diseases
such as Feline Leukemia.

Photo and text
by Tim Norman
Ever tried to pet a goldfish?
Bowline Green State University junior Jennifer Newcomer has.
While living in a dorm room at Findlay University for two year,
Newcomer said she went through animal withdrawal because she had
grown up around animals in her hometown of Carey. She was so deprived that she said she had even began petting her goldfish.
"I went through animal withdraw! (at Findlay University] because
there were no animals anywhere," Newcomer said.
However since she transfered to Bowling Green this fall and began
as the Weekend Manager for the Wood County Humane Society, she
does not have to worry about animal withdrawal anymore.
Newcomer said working at the humane society is "like having a
thousand cats and getting new ones every day."
As Weekend Manager, Newcomer oversees everything from wathing the volunteers to making sure the animals are well fid. She is also
in charge of all the animals health and must often make medical decisions concerning the well care of the animals.
Newcomer said, "We have at least four minor crisis each day."
Newcomer alone is in charge of two special rooms at the Wood
County Humane Society. Newcomer cleans the cages, feeds the animals, and checks the health of the animals In the testing room and
sick rooms — which are for new animals or animals in need of Isolation.
"You have to love these animals to be able to scrape poop out of
their litter box every day — you have to have extreme love," Newcomer said.
Newcomer was hired in August as the Weekend Manager after she
had inquired about the position at the Wood County fair. Although her
University major is in theatre, Newcomer said she hopes to become a
vetenarian assistant.
"It [getting the Weekend Manager position] was pure luck. Absolute pure luck," said Newcomer.
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(Above(Jennifer Newcomer Instructs volunteers senior Jeff
Merhlge and sophomore Kelly Brokaw on where to take a sick
cat.
(Above Right (Newcomer works on the paper work for the
day's events and does the employee time sheets.
(Below LeftlAs part of her Job as weekend manager, Newcomer cleans out a cage In the cat sick room.
(Below(Making sure that all the dogs have a blanket to sleep
on. Newcomer checks each of the kennels.
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In the spirit of giving...
lA/ho's been naughty and who's been
V Vnice? Here at The BG NewSj we
don't carry the same weight as the jolly
old Russian at the North Pole, but if we
did, we have a few ideas about where
the reindeer would be landing and
where they would just pass on by:
. A first term candy cane to Scott
Ziance, a new student voice on city
council. Also, candy to all studentcandidates who did their best to fire up
the University's long-dormant activist
spirit.
. Retiring candy to Mayor Ed Miller,
who will retire from office in two
weeks.
Mayor Miller worked tirelessly to
bring people together, and as tensions
over beer and police seemed to rip town
and gown apart, no one was more troubled than he. Anti-student forces sometimes overwhelmed him; nevertheless,
Mayor Miller has been a fair-minded,
caring, well-intentioned leader.
. A score of candy canes with a golden California tan to coach Gary Blackney and the Falcon football team for an
amazing season.
. A huge mound of coal to University
President Paul Olscamp for taking
about $40,000 from the University while
he sits on his couch for four months this
spring. Truck loads of coal to the Board
of Trustees, who were blind (or stupid)
enough to give it to him.
. A stocking full of candy canes to
Reachout (who will probably give them
to the homeless) for starting a successful Friday night soup kitchen in Bowling Green.
. A lump of coal to Faculty Senate for
doing absolutely nothing most of this
semester, and a last minute candy cane
to Faculty Senate for getting some representation on the senate for retired
faulty. Too bad Faculty Senate waited
so long to finally do something constructive.
. Urine-soaked coal to city council for
implementing a mandatory drug testing policy for all potential city employees. Whatever happened to per-

sonal freedom?
. Candy canes to the Environmental
Interest Group for expanding the University's awareness of the environment
and being able to bring in believable
speakers.
. A candy cane spiked in a cup of cocoa for the women's volleyball team on
their MAC championship and NCAA
tournament bid.
• A $20 lump of coal to the University
for instituting a new fee for graduation.
Like graduating seniors haven't paid
enough in blood, sweat, tears and cash.
. A booter candy cane to the soccer
team for bringing the Mid-American
Soccer Conference title back to Bowling Green where it belongs.
. A candy cane to women's basketball coach Jaci Clark for leading the
Falcons to a huge opening win against
national power Purdue.
. Recyclable candy canes to the University Recycling Department for continuing its recycling efforts and making up some new ones. Nonreplenishable coal to anyone who throws away
anything which can be used again.
. More recyclable candy canes to the
city Recycling Department for helping
to open the Starbrook plastic recycling
department, continuing the curbside
recycling program and continuing the
Jaycees Recycling Center despite the
fact the recycling market is weak at
best.
. Seventeen lumps of coal to landlord
and Director of Standards and Procedures Derek Dickinson for causing his
student tenants grief for his illegal
leases.
. A fair and equitable representation
lump of coal to the Wood County Board
of Elections for losing so many students' voter registration cards and depriving them of the opportunity to
exercise a Constitutionally guaranteed
right.
. A phallus-shaped candy cane to
GSS and USG for making further attempts to get condom machines installed in University bathrooms. With
rising AIDS risks, it is about time.

Coned ion
In the Friday, Dec. 13 edition of The News, the quote in the story "Holiday season brings rise in suicide, family violence" was
incorrectly attributed to Marvin Kumler, associate professor of
psychology. It should have read Paul Wortman of the Domestic
Violence Offenders Program.
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Letters t«» Hit Kdilor
Laziness the
only parking
problem here
The BG News:
Your recent series on
parking problems struck a
chord with me and I feel
compelled to respond. I
know what it is to be forced
to arrive on campus three or
fours hours prior to a meeting or class simply to secure
a parking spot. Three years
ago I was liberated from
this burden. In a rare act of
compassion and good sense,
the administration instituted the shuttle bus program, which has made it
possible for me to find a
Slarking spot always — at
lie Visitor's Center — and
make it to my meetings and
classes on time, any time.

T*» BG Ncm/Ttm Ncirnun

The Wrecking Crew of Opinion
From left to right: front row — Matthew Dancman, editorial editor
and staff cherub. Row two — Steve "Steve" Bargdill, Sbarlyn "Die
DeKatch" Avina, Kim "Daneman Toy" Miracle, Mike "Strike a
POM" Martone and Javier "That Hit or Swiss Dude" Gonzalez. Row
three — Connell "Dangerous, Dangerous Man" Barrett, Cris "No

Problem" Glenn, John "The Koala That Walks Like A Man" Bernard, Mike "Damn North Dakotans" Brennan and Jason "That 5:15
Dude" Holmgren. Not pictured —Tom "That Hardy Buber Dude"
Hanicak and Jim.

Communication breakdown on racial issues
I would like to begin by expressing my opinon that the
two young gentlemen who left the
rather bold and insulting messages on Steve Gray's answering
machine ("Gray comments on
phone calls," Dec. 12) without
even having the courage to identiS themselves should learn to lose
e irrelevant, foul language and
utilize logically sound argument
structure if they wish to have
their arguments taken seriously...by anyone.
It shocks and saddens me that
in the present day and age, in
what is supposed to be a "higher
learning environment," my fellow students seem to oftentimes
resort to sub-level thinking driven by basic human emotion to
address a complex and sensitive

issue. Cheryl Carothers ("Violence not just a 'black thing,'"
Dec. 12) recognized in her editorial that there are personal pains
when people take it upon themselves to act in a manner which
they feel is responsible concerning touchy social issues. I know
this very well as I have lost
friendships I cherished because
of the strong convictions I hold
about racism on this campus.
I was told by someone I deeply
respected — one of my best
friends — that she "didn't give a
s*" about racism on campus." I
will never forget those words or
how I felt when I heard them. I
may not understand the nature of
black oppression in America, but
I do understand how it feels to be
a minority expressing a minority
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view in a large group. I do understand how it feels to have something that is very special to you
taken away simply because you
believe that equal humans should
have equal opportunities and that
skin color (white v. non-white) is
not a legitimate basis for division
and grouping of those humans.

Lacing legitimate arguments
with hostility and personal anger
would probably cause the audiI've experienced oppression in ence to become unresponsive and
Kendall Stiles
other ways as well. It s frustrat- miss your point completely. Even
Professor
ing and it can hurt. I was not will- effectively conveyed, your point
Political science
ing to have restraints put on my may not be understood by all
freedom of speech and expression people. The people who underand had to make sacrifices be- stand it are the people you should
cause of it. Steve Gray also took a concern yourself with.
by Walter White — a book written
risk when he honestly tried to exin the 1920s that is a "chilling acplain the lifestyle that influenced
Lastly, why must it be called a count of the methods some southcertain offensive song lyrics. He "black thing"? Why can't it be a ern whites used to keep blacks in
took a risk in trying to explain the socio-economic thing that dispro- their place" — and Free at Last?
problems of what is commonly portionately affects certain mi- — a comprehensive history of the
referred to by the black popula- nority groups? There are poor civil rights movement — by Fred
tion as a "black thing" and I whites. There are affluent non- Powledge.
commend him for it. If you have a whites. I suggest that anyone inproblem you want to solve, you terested in the subject of racism
Kelly Tyrell
must effectively communicate to and its effects read Rope & FagPolitical science
others why it is a problem and got: A Biography of Judge Lynch
Senior

Still Wild
12/31/911

other offer.
Bowling Green Only!

"One should always be a little improbable."
"What is interesting about people is the mask
that each one of them wears, not the reality that
lies behind the mask."

Expire* I

nol valid with any«

why it must be changed. If you
want to be persuasive to your audience, you might want to communicate the information in a
style that is easiest for that particular audience to accept.

I would sincerely like to
know how faculty and students can whine about being
"forced" to spend an hour
looking for a parking spot,
parking on the grass, and
complaining about poor
administrative planning.
Could they be unaware of
the availability of the shuttle? I cannot accept this. I
fear I believe some people
are simply too proud to utilize public transportation.
They would rather pollute
our air and destroy our
green spaces than lower
themselves to riding as a
passenger in a vehicle they
cannot control.
In an age of concern over
protecting our environment,
reducing unnecessary
stress and building a spirit
of community, there exists
a simple solution to all of
these problems as they relate to parking: join us on
the shuttle!

4*4*

"I can resist everything except temptation."
Oscar Wilde (1856-1900)
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About Wilde
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More Crappy Stuff,
Less Fun, The New
'Louie, Louie' 93Q
GUEST COLUMN

Christy Bruns
Senior
English
I can still remember that early
November morning. My alarm
went off at 7:15 a.m. and I was
awoken to the sounds of "Louie,
Louie." As usual, I promptly hit
the snooze button and nine
minutes later I woke up again to
the same song. Again, I nit the
snooze button and again I was
awoken by the same song.
I had no idea what was going
on, but I really didn't think much
of it. 93Q was famous for doing
crazy things to promote themselves, ana this wasn't the first
time that the radio station had
played the same song over and
over. Two summers ago, when
Kidd Cunningham began working
there, he played Loverboy's "The
Kid Is Hot Tonight" for five
straight hours as a promotional
gimmick. That evening, though,
my friend delivered a shock to me
that I never expected. She told
me that 93Q was completely
changing their format from Top
40 to all oldies from the 50s and
60s. She then said something that
pretty much summed up my own
feelings:
"I feel like someone has
died.'F
Indeed, somebody had died.
"Most Music. Most Fun 93Q" had
died, and Oldies 93.5 had been
born. Now that Toledo's newest
station is about a month old, I
think it's time to reflect on the
change and the effect on its
listeners.
I think it's safe to assume that
WRQN's format change was big
news in Northwest Ohio. It seems
to have been the hot topic of conversation for at least a week
around campus. Everyone wanted to know why. Why would one of
the most popular radio stations in
Toledo change its format so drastically? Along with the questions,
of course, came the gossip. Rumors ran rampant that members
of the staff were getting fired
right and left, including the
famous morning show duo Mason
and Diane. It was hard to filter
through the stories to find the
truth until the local news and
newspapers told the real story —
the real story being economic
Eroblems. Sure, 93Q had a great
stening audience, but the bulk of
their listeners were teenagers,
and teenagers generally don't
buy the products that advertisers
pay the station to promote.
The owners of the station wanted to attract an older audience,
and lo and behold. Oldies 93.5 was
created. Never mind the fact that
Northwest Ohio already had an
"oldies" station, and they were

taking away our only Top 40 radio
station. One rumor was true, at
least. Two of the station's DJs
were fired — namely Rowdy Ric
and Kidd Cunningham, who were
extremely popular with Toledo's
teenagers. Apparently they didn't
fit in with the station's new
image
This news made me very sad,
because I can rememeber how
the radio station used to be when
it was "Most Music. Most Fun."
For the past two summers I was
an intern for the station; and although at times it was frustrating
being overworked and not paid, I
have some truly great memories.
I can remember dancing on the
air with Trey the DJ (now rumored to be on MTV) and JJ
Quest to the infamous Milli VaniUi tune "Girl You Know It's
True" blasting from the
speakers, as well as being witness to someone getting a tattoo
during the morning show. Because I don't work at the station
anymore, I can't say that all of
the fun has stopped. However, I
feel that in just listening to the
station, there is a change in attitude. Maybe it is because we associate the voices of WRQN with
more upbeat, modem music, but
it doesn't seem that Mason and
Diane are really excited anymore. It must be hard to get excited about the muted sounds of
the 60s when you're used to Madonna in hi-fi stereo. Heck, even
Mr. Voice seems depressed about
the change. The lack of excitement could be because, supposedly, no one at the station — not
even Steve Mason — knew about
the change until the night before
the "Louie, Louie" marathon.
That could lead to some major
hostility.
I don't know how the station is
douig right now, because I don't
listen anymore. I have nothing
against 60s music, but there's
only so much I can take. Most of
my friends pretty much feel the
same way and have found other
radio stations like 100.5 and 102.9
to fulfill their Top 40 "needs." Before 93Q changed, Northwest
Ohio had a great variety of music: for the classic rock lovers,
94.5 and FM104; easy listeners
could enjoy 92.5 or 101.5; and the
people who liked oldies could
listen to 3WM. Now we are left
without a Top 40 station and a lot
of people are more than disappointed.
Dipping into the WRQN rumor
bin, here's yet another: the
station has kept all of their old
CDs just in case the oldies
"thine" doesn't fly. Smart move.
It makes me hopeful that someday "Most Music, Most Fun 93Q"
will rise from the ashes. Until
then, I join the ranks of the many
who are making car radio station
flipping an art form.
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Respond
All readers are encouraged to express their
views through letters to the editor and guest
columns. Letters to the editor are generally
200-300 words in length. All letters must be
signed and include a telephone number, address
or OCMB, class rank or occupation, major and
hometown.
Telephone numbers and addresses are for
verification purposes only, and will not be published unless otherwise specified.
The News reserves the right to reject any
submitted works it deems malicious, libelous or
offensive.

The News reserves the right to edit any and all
submitted works for clarity's and brevity's
sake.
Any submissions not printed before the semester end will be published at the beginning of
the Spring 1992 term if still pertinent or timely.
If you do not wish your submission to be printed
next semester, please notifiy the editorial editor
at 372-6966.
Please address all submissions to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall
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Ghost of Christmas 1941 still haunting
hv Hush
A Mulligan
Mullloon
by
Hugh A.
The Associaled Press

*—*

WASHINGTON — Of all the
ghosts of Christmas past, none
haunts our history like the ghost
of Christmas, 1941.
Was there ever a bleaker
Christmas?
Peace on earth seemed the imSossible dream after the
apanese attack on Pearl Harbor
less than three weeks earlier.
Salvage crews were still pulling
bodies from the oil-oozing wrecks
along Battleship Row.
Instead of coming together at
Christmas, families were separated by the necessities of war.
Shipyards and defense plants
worked around the clock. Furloughs were canceled, basic
training courses accelerated. The
cadets at Annapolis and West
Point were not going home for the
holidays, neither was most of the
nation. All but essential travel
was deemed unpatriotic.
For Eleanor Roosevelt, weeping softly as she spoke to her secretary in the West Sitting Hall of
the White House, "it was difficult
to believe it was Christmas."
The only stocking hung by the
fireplace in the Blue Room was
lettered in tinsel with the name
"Fala," the first dog, Franklin D.
Roosevelt's beloved Scottie. The
Roosevelts' sons, James and Elliot, had gone off to war. None of
the grandchildren would be coming because Winston Churchill
and his entourage from Britain
occupied every spare bed.
Now there were maps and
charts pinned to the walls of the
Monroe Room and strategy sessions dragged on to all hours in
the president's oval study. "The
whole place had been turned into
a command post," Eleanor
Roosevelt wrote in her "My Day"
column. The only child in the
house was 10-year-old Diana
Hopkins, daughter of presidential
adviser Harry Hopkins.

The British prime minister
thought it "a strange Christmas. ' He restlessly paced the
carpet of his second-floor bedroom in his blue zip-up "siren
suit," a long Havana clamped in
his mouth, in a rampant rage like
the British lion on his red leather
dispatch case.
Dosed with "Mothersills Seasick Remedy," he had arrived in
Washington after a gale-swept,
10-day Atlantic crossing on the
battleship Duke of York, dodging
U-boats and buffeted by 60-foot
waves. Only two weeks before,
Japanese torpedo bombers had
sunk her sister ship, the Prince of
Wales, and the cruiser Repulse
off the Malay Peninsula. Among
the 840 seamen drowned was
Adm. Thomas Phillips, Churchill's jovial best buddy from
their old days at the Admiralty.
But seeing Roosevelt again lifted his spirits immensely. They
got along famously from the moment the prime minister insisted
on pushing his wheelchair into
West Hall for the welcoming cup
of tea Eleanor had waiting, although the star boarder immediately made known his preference for "more stimulating refreshments." The White House
staff was astounded by Churchill's drinking and bathing habits and his two-hour afternoon
naps punctuated with explosive
snoring.
On his last visit a decade previously, Churchill looked the
wrong way crossing New York's
Fifth Avenue and was hit by a
car. Still he always felt at home
here and was fond of tracing his
heritage through his mother, the
American beauty Jennie Jerome,
back to a lieutenant in George
Washington's army.
Churchill's bedroom was down
the hall from the Roosevelt family quarters. Early in the visit he
was in his bath, sipping champagne — a pint a day was a health •
fetish with him — when a knock

Peace on earth seemed the impossible
dream after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor less than three weeks earlier.
came at the door.
"See to that, please, Tommy,"
he called out.
Inspector Walter Thompson,
Churchill's Scotland Yard bodyguard, wrote in his memoirs: "I
was astonished to discover the
President of the United States in
his wheelchair all alone. I opened
the door wide for him, then saw
the president look curiously
beyond me, not with fright but
with something very unlike approval. Winston Churchill was
stark naked, a drink in one hand,
a cigar in the other."
Roosevelt abruptly turned the
chair around, but Churchill
waved him back. "Come in,
Franklin, we're quite alone. You
see, Mr. President, I have nothingtohide."
The prime minister "then tossed a Turkish towel over one
shoulder. For an hour he strolled
about, happy and full of talk, sipSing from his glass and twice
illing the president's. He might
have been in the Roman baths. I
don't believe Mr. Churchill would
have blinked if Mrs. Roosevelt
had walked in too. "
The British delegation, 80 in all,
counting Churchill's daughter,
Mary, made quite a houseful,"
Eleanor remembered. "I hurriedly sent someone to buy gifts for
them to put around our Christmas
tree." A feminist ahead of her
time, Mrs. Roosevelt was irked
that "the gentlemen all gathered
in the president's study after dinner while the ladies made conversation until after midnight,
when their husbands returned a
bit shamefacedly to take them
home."
Churchill's visit lasted more

than three weeks, interrupted by
a trip to Ottawa in FDR's private
railroad car to address the Canadian Parliament and a sojourn in
Florida where, as Sir Charles
Wilson, Churchill's physician,
wrote in his diary, "Winston
basked half-submerged in the
water like a hippopotamus in a
swamp."
On the day Churchill arrived,
Monday, Dec. 22, Wake Island fell
and 40,000 Japanese troops landed on three beaches in the Philippines.
On Christmas Eve, Gen. Douglas Mai-Arthur, hawk-faced and
grim, wearing the gold braided
cap of a field marshal in the Philippine Army, boarded the interisland steamer Esteban for Corregidor, "The Rock," 30 miles
across Manila Bay. With him was
his wife, Jean, their 3-year-old
son, Arthur, and Philippine
President Manuel Quezon, who
was dying of tuberculosis.
The government moved into the
vast catacombs of the Malinta
Tunnel just in time. While Quezon
and his cabinet were at midnight
Mass in the dank tunnel,
Japanese bombers devastated
Manila's old Walled City, hurling
streetcars into the buildings
along Calle Victoria, where Mai-Arthur had his headquarters.
The port area was in shambles,
but the planes ignored the miles
of snarled traffic that marked the
flight of Gen. Jonathan Wainwright's main force to the Bataan
Peninsula.
Christmas Day in Manila was
bright, with huge pillars of flame
rising from the city's oil tank
farms and the planes, hangars
and barracks of the Philippine
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Air Force, set ablaze to keep
them from falling into enemy
hands. That night the street lights
suddenly came on. The blackout
was over. Radio station KZRH
announced MacArthur had declared Manila an open city to
save it from further destruction.
On Christmas morning a Boeing flying boat approached Honolulu. Adm. Chester Nimitz, arriving to take command of the Pacific Fleet from Adm. Husband
Kimmel, relieved after the Pearl
Harbor disaster, wondered about
the many ships anchored in the
lagoon. "Full of drowned sailors
and Marines, " he was told. Navy
divers were still bringing up bodies from the sunken ships off Ford
Island.
Snow, wet and thick and freezing fast, was falling on the Wolfsshaii/.,-, the Wolf Lair, Adolph Hitler's log cabin retreat built over
an enormous concrete bunker
deep in the pine forests of East
Prussia. "I detest snow," the fuhrer remarked bitterly to Martin
Bormann, his toady Reichsleiter.
"You know, Bormann, I have always hated snow."
Operation Barbarossa, his
dream of "wiping Russia off the
map" by the end of the year, lay
buried in a snow-covered
graveyard of abandoned guns
and frozen trucks and tanks.
Temperatures of 35 degrees below zero and a freezing fog that
grounded the Luftwaffe had halted the advance on Moscow
within sight of the Kremlin
spires.
In fury and frustration, the excorporal had summarily replaced
Feldmarshall Walther von Brauchitsch with a more aggressive
commander-in-chief, namely,
himself. "No Christmas tree,"
Hitler instructed his secretary,
Christa Schroeder. His only comSanion at Christmas dinner was
rederick the Great, leering
down from an ornate oval frame.
Reichsmarschall Herman
Goering spent Christmas afternoon playing with his electric
train set in the basement of Karinhall, the estate named for his
Swedish first wife.
All that Christmas week real
trains, loaded with human
freight, lumbered east across the
Polish border. "Endlosung," the
final solution to the Jewish problem, was off the drawing board.
New gas ovens were being installed in the bathhouses at
Auschwitz, and I.G. Farben's
lethal blue pellets called Zyklon B
already had been tested successfully on Soviet prisoners of war.
Mrs. Roosevelt spent Christmas Eve distributing food baskets to the poor at various churches in the capital area, returning to the White House late in the
afternoon to be hostess at the
party in the East Room for the
household staff. The president
then invited Churchill to join him
in lightingthe municipal Christmas tree. The ceremony had been
moved to the south lawn of the
White House because an antiaircraft battery occupied LafayeD See 1941, page twenty-gevea.
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School established to help gay teens
by Veronica Doblik
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Like most of his
29 classmates, M. Paul found refuge at a single-classroom high
school on the Hudson. He says he
was driven out of his previous
school in Cincinnati because he
was different.
"They screamed 'Faggot!' at
me, bashed my head into the
toilet, and burned my arm with a
cigarette lighter," he said, displaying scars from what he described as an attack by classmates two years ago.
For M. Paul, a 17-year-old with
bleached blond hair, his new
school is quite different from the
last one. It's the Harvey Milk
School in Greenwich Village, the
only school in the world set up
specifically for gay and lesbian
students.
Squeezed between an auto mechanic's garage and a shop that
sells Chinese crafts, the school's
red, metal front door opens to a
narrow, scuffed staircase. The
single classroom is on the third
floor.
M. Paul and most of the other
students were high school dropouts who risked ridicule, assault, homelessness, AIDS and
suicide until they found this
school.
They are young men and women "who simply couldn't survive
a regular school," said Sherry
Zekowski, principal of the Career
Education Center, which oversees the school for the Board of
Education.
"They were too different," she
said.
The school has 30 students, 25

boys and five girls, ages 15 to 21.
Some are from faraway places
such as Argentina, Brazil,
Guyana, Peru and Puerto Rico.
Most come from low-income families and more than half get no
money from home. They fend for
themselves with odd jobs.
"If you can't make it here, you
can't make it nowhere," said
Tracey, a shy 20-year-old man,
wearing a skirt, shoulder-length
hair, lipstick and a diamond nose
stud. Tracey, who prefers to be
addressed as a woman, lives with
a boyfriend in Brooklyn and
hopes to study engineering.
On most days, only about twothirds of the students show up for
class.
On a recent fall morning, 18
students — one girl and 17 boys —
were in the small classroom,
warmed by an electric space
heater. They listened as an admissions official from the City
University of New York told them
how to apply to college.
Eddy, 18, his half-shaved head
of blond-dyed curls graced by
round, silver earrings and pink
sunglasses, asked how he could
fit in as a black college youth:
"When you go to a city college,
you see a white cloud and a few
black dots. And if you're a gay
black dot..."
Later, when Eddy applied lipstick, teacher Monica Fishof admonished him. "Please leave,"
she said. "No makeup in class."
The school is named in memory
of Harvey Milk, the San Francisco city supervisor and gay activist who was shot to death in his
office in 1979 by a fellow supervisor.
The school was started in 1985

"We don't know if being gay is genetic or
environmental, but if schools and families
would accept their youngsters as they are,
we wouldn't have to have the institute,"
—Frances Kunreuther, director
as part of the Hetrick-Martin Institute in the West Village, named
after founders Emery Hetrick, a
psychiatrist, and his companion,
Damien Martin, a professor of
communication at New York
University. Both have died of
AIDS, Hetrick in 1987 and Martin
last August.
With $1.7 million a year in public and private funds, including
$500,000 from the state, the institute provides social and counseling services, health care and
housing to thousands of gay
youths driven out of their homes
or schools by parents and peers.
Here they call them "clients."
The salaries of the two teachers, Fishof and Fred Goldhaber,
are paid from a $130,000 yearly
budget allocated by the Board of
Education. It's enough to also pay
for a teaching assistant, books
and other supplies. But it isn't
enough to fix the decaying walls
and loose wiring in the schoolroom.
"I think I'm the luckiest teacher in the world. I have kids who
really need care and concern and
understanding and role models
and education," said Goldhaber,
44, who taught English in a public
high school in the Crown Heights
section of Brooklyn for 17 years.
Mr. G, as the kids call him, was
absent one morning because of
"HIV-related symptoms," he
said. Last year, his companion

died of AIDS.
At least four of the students
also are HIV-positive.
"I'm not good at death," said
Fishof, a 34-year-old doctoral
candidate with three children of
her own.
But she's great at offering the
nurturing and hugging some of
the young people need.
"They need to know a straight
person can love them," she said.
"I push the kids hard. I want
them to succeed."
All six students graduating this
year plan to attend college, she
said.
In the year and a half since he
came to New York from Ohio, M.
Paul has stayed in touch with his
mother and grandmother, who,
he said, "understand me. Nana
Teresa is really great. She sends
me newspaper articles about gay
issues."
At night, he dresses as a "drag
queen, earning money performing at Manhattan's Copacabana
and Roxy clubs, where one of his
impersonations is of an overweight Ohio housewife with a TV
Guide and a bag of chips. Eventually, M. Paul says, he wants to
attend Yale University's drama
school.
Shawnpaul, sashaying into
class in a green wool coat, his
hand perched on his hip, has a
different kind of dream. He said
he might want to be in the fashion

the strolling singers and hurrying
to the door. He was listening apEreciatively when an aide handed
im a decoded dispatch. Hong
Kong had fallen.
Across the frost-silvered slope
of the lawn, in puffs of vaporized

breath visible in the moonlight,
came words to match the mood of
that Christmas night:
"Yet in thy dark steels shineth
the everlasting light;
"The hopes and fears of all the
years are met in thee tonight."

industry, "have a family, move to
the countryside and raise my
children, send them to private
school."
"Most of our students have
tried to commit suicide in the
past....They're the most disenfranchised population in our
society," said Steve Ashkinazy,
the director of the school program.
An Orthodox Jew who wears a
skull cap at school, he also has
fought for gay human rights at
his Manhattan synagogue.
Observing the teen-agers
laughing and dancing in the hallway, Ashkinazy said. "They belong to an age and risk group that
is very AIDS-susceptible."
James, 17, said AIDS is not his
big concern, "because here they
teach us how to protect ourselves."
James, who was born in Peru
and now lives with his mother and
stepfather in the Bronx, said he
left his previous high school after
being stalked by a gang while
walking to the bus after school.
"They cornered me and were
just about to attack me when a
woman in a car stopped, told me
to get in and drove me home," he
says.
Frances Kunreuther, the institute director, wishes it didn't
have to be this way.
"We don't know if being gay is
genetic or environmental, but if
schools and families would accept their youngsters as they are,
we wouldn't have to have the institute," she said. "The real
tragedy is that we need to exist
because children are beaten,
thrown out of homes and taunted
by their teachers."

1941
Continued from page twenty six.
tte Square. As they headed out to
the South Portico, an aide passed
a bit of encouraging war news to
the prime minister: the Royal
Dragoons had occupied Benghazi
in Libya.
A crowd of 20,000, stretching
almost to the Washington Monument, shivered in the icy twilight.
Roosevelt addressed them as
"my fellow workers for freedom"
and called on his house guest for a
few words. With England gone
dark since the blitz, the tree lighting affected Churchill profoundly. In his remarks, he evoked the
peace of Christmas past, the oldfashioned Christmas of his boyhood:
"May we cast aside, for this
night at least, the cares and danSers which beset us and make for
le children an evening of happiness in a world of storm. Let the
children have their night of fun
and laughter. Let the gifts of
Father Christmas deUght their
Elay. Let us grown-ups share to
le full in their unstinted pleasures before we turn again to the
stern tasks and formidable years
that lie before us, resolved that
by our sacrifice and daring these
children shall not be robbed of
their inheritance or denied their
right to live in sr free and decent

world."
Impromptu and unrehearsed, it
was one of his briefest and most
poignant speeches.
Early Christmas morning the
Roosevelts took their British
guests to the interfaith service at
the Foundry Methodist Church.
Eleanor Roosevelt slipped some
money to her husband when the
collection plate was passed. "I
knew he rarely carried any," she
noted in her biography. "When I
was not along he would borrow
from Gus Gennerich or Mike ReiUy of the Secret Service."
Christmas dinner at the White
House "was the biggest we ever
had," she wrote. Sixty guests
gathered at the long Hepplewhite
table in the State Dining Room.
"The number of cousins was really quite amusing. The complications of family relationships as
regards my husband and myself
completely baffled the Prime
Minister.'
Insisting "everyone had
worked hard enough," FDR
chose the movie "Oliver Twist"
as the evening's entertainment.
Before the first reel was shown, a
band of carolers came calling. "It
wouldn't be Christmas without
the waifs," Churchill observed,
applying the old English name to

IJ

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY'

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations
for the Fall of 1992
•
•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments
East Merry Avenue Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses

224 E. Wooster

352-0717

]
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Unique, personalized gifts
popular Christmas choice
by Barbara Mayer
The Associated Press

Specialty catalogs and 800 telephone numbers have made gift
shopping a nightmare. Not because there's nothing out there,
but because it's no longer unique.
What's native to Birmingham can
be picked up in Spokane. Even
major museums have gift shops
in cities afar.
Consider, then, the personalized gift. True, it's as close as
an 800 number. But it requires
aforethought and imagination.
We're not talking an engraved retirement platter or laminated
birth announcement. We're talking truly personalized.
The trays Linda Oliver of
Summit, N.J., bought as gifts for
her husband and two of his brothers are decoupaged with souvenirs of a cruise the families took
together. Oliver collected all the
materials, took them to Central
Building Editions, a gift shop in
Summit, and received the finished trays three weeks later.
"The trip was a very sentimental occasion, and this gift seems
to be in the right spirit," said Oliver, who ordered them after seeing a sample in the store window.
Shop owner Marti Witmer said
trays like the ones Oliver bought
sell for $135 apiece. Personalized
products tend to cost more because they require extra time and
labor. But that doesn't mean all
of them are expensive. They can
range from $27.50 for tiny wooden

Elaques to several thousand dolirs for a life-size sculpture of a
pet.
Witmer struck a chord five
years ago when she stocked some
monogrammed damask napkins.
"The monogrammed linens did
so well," she recalled, "I began to
look around for other personalized products."
On her frequent buying trips,
she found plenty, especially at
wholesale crafts fairs. She now
deals with about 50 crafters from
New England to California via
faxes, answering machines and
express mail service.
Among the more unusual products are jigsaw puzzles, placemats and coasters in wood laminates imprinted with a personal photograph. The puzzles are
made by a Vermont crafter who
cuts shapes in the form of wedding bells, a couple's initials and
meaningful numerals, such as the
date of a wedding or birthday.
For children, ceramic plates,
fabric accessories, toy chests,
bookends and child-sized chairs
are prime candidates for personalizing. For pet owners, a pooch
can be immortalized in life-size
Eapier-mache sculpture or on a
and-painted floorcloth. For doting grandparents, crystal pitchers and ice buckets can be decorated with a child's artwork.
A metal engraver will copy any
image on a gold, silver, brass or
pewter disk small enough to wear
as a pendant or large enough to

hang on the wall. A gravestone
company supplies name and address plaques of carved Vermont
bluestone. The signs can be
mounted on house, tree or post.
Other items include handpainted
enamel miniatures of a favorite
Eet and sweaters with a name and
irth date knitted into the pattern.
Many of the gifts aren't new
ideas, of course. What is novel is
the range of custom options now
available, according to Witmer.
"It's a nationwide trend and
crosses all age groups," said
Caroline Everhart, managing
editor of Gifts & Decorative Accessories magazine in New York.
Children's items such as furniture with their name on it and
wall decor, such as a house portrait — a painting or graphic of
your home — are two especially
strong product areas, according
to Everhart.

Council offers tips
for holiday photos
The Associaled Press

The holiday season is upon us,
Adding initials or hand-lettered bringing many family celebranames to pre-made products are tions amidst food, fun, festivities
services a growing number of re- — and plenty of film. Family
tailers are offering. Transferring gatherings are the most popular
an image from a personal pho- occasion for persons to tote
tograph onto stationery, for ex- around their cameras.
ample, is also popular. For cloth
When your clan gathers this
items, a design might be quilted
or appliqued onto fabric or year, heed the advice of the Photography
Information Council
machine-stitched or hot-stamped.
and take rewarding photographs
"However, it's not technology to cherish long after the holidays
that's driving the trend," Ever- have passed.
hart said. "It's the desire to make
Among suggestions offered by
the gift special."
the council:

1 Give another birthday
I
Give blood
*

j
I
2

JEANS N THINGS

I

Selected BGSU & Greek Merchandise

10% -50% OFF

■Try to tell a photo story this
season with a beginning, a middle
and an end, using your imagination.
The beginning could be shopping with friends for gifts, decorating the tree, food preparation
or present wrapping.
An appropriate middle might
incorporate the dinner celebration, unwrapping of gifts or children playing with new toys.
And the end could feature mom
zonked out on the couch or the
family waving goodbye to relatives.
■ Be creative, for the most unlikely pictures are usually the
ones that elicit the most favorable responses.
■ Pass the camera around so
you are not the only person taking
pictures. No two people see a subject or an event in the same way,
and one person can't be everywhere at the same time. Sharing
a camera also allows the picture-

taker the often-lost opportunity to
be included in some of the great
shots as well.
■ Concentrate on what you are
doing. Before you snap the shutter, ask yourself "Am I close
enough?" (Chances are, you're
not.) "Is there anything distracting in the background?" "Am I
even with the subject's eyelevel?" (Keep this in mind especially when photographing children. )
■ Hold the camera steady. Fuzzy photos are almost always
caused by camera movement,
subject movement or improper
focusing. For sharp, clear results, it is imperative to keep the
camera still while shooting —
even when you have an autofocus
camera. To help give you balance, try spreading your feet
apart.
■ Try to capture the moments
when one is in the height of action
or surprise, such as a daughter's
expression as she opens up a special gift or a son's beaming face
after an exhilarating sled ride.
■ Look for the most colorful objects, clothing and backgrounds
to include in your photographs.
Recent technological advancements in color film produce
extraordinarily sharp, brilliant
colors. Take advantage of bright
holiday greens and reds; capture
festive trees, wreaths, decorations and the like in your photographs.
■ Keep a loaded camera within
easy reach at all times. Often the
best photographic opportunities
occur when we're least expecting
them, so if that point-and-shoot
camera is ready to go, the person
who "sees" the great moment
will be able to "seize" it with the
camera as well.

All Gals Sweaters, Skirts, Jeans, Ect.

25% -50% OFF
Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit.
It could save your life.
9jM

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10:00-8:00 Fri. & Sat. 10:00-5:30 Sun. 12:00-5:00
531 RIDGE STREET
352-8333
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'Spaced' tourists
and dope-y dogs
Four-Star Hotel?
"Hi, folks. Having a great time in
outer space. Hope to take the next
shuttle home."
Believe it or not, you might be
sending that postcard home to
Earth one day. With the help of
robots, a Japanese firm is hoping
to have a space-based resort by
the year 2020.
Star-struck tourists would
rocket to the resort in an 80-seat
space airplane. Once there, vacationers could play sports in zero
gravity or choose to sleep in
'weightless'rooms.

They're dogs. And the name of
their game is drug sniffing.
The dogs are helping the U.S.
Customs Service sniff out
thousands of pounds of illegal
drugs including cocaine and marijuana.
The trading cards are being
distributed as part of a new antidrug campaign that involves
school visits by U.S. Customs
Service agents.
The set features 81 of the agency's "top dogs." The cards carry
photos of the dogs on the front and
important statistics on the back.

Scratch and Sniff!
They don't wear uniforms. And
you might say they pant and
whine too much. But then again,
the stars of this new series of
trading cards aren't athletes.

Take Magnum, age 9, who
weighs 60 pounds. He found 2,000
pounds of marijuana in a big
cargo container. Or meet Moose.
The 5-year-old, weighing in at 70
pounds, sniffed out 254 pounds of
cocaine in a tractor-trailer.

=BLCIE RIBBON PHOTO =
Wants You to

Have A Ball This Christmas!
Zoom in for
powerful pictures

Canon

eos

M

t479

$249 W
Pro Genesis III
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auto peture eompoarnon
Dualmoda AF
TIL v-wtnp and malaring
Tnpn progt am AE
S«<i»o* Haah * 83mm natgM
Ful ntormoaon LCD panM
Utruum power

Reg. $339.95
$299.95

t=U_IIX-8
F60WDE
Brim Campari C-mcorWi

$8499S

DISCOVERY 900 Zoom
35mm Cimwa

Rua laalurad aforOaOr, pnead
AF SLR with ouatm utractaDM
ftaaoao you» rtovpr hava to
Mfta k* ordinary anapanota
agatn
E.capbora«y compacl igM
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<kciiva AI Sarvo autotocui
Futy automatic, alandafd A£
and maiarad manual mo Baa
inciudaa Canon U S A Inc oca
(aat amitod
warranty rap..Wahon card

J

a 7-42 Lens with One
Touch Wide
a Digital Superimposing
a Easy Finder Viewfinder
a Built-in Lens Cap
a 3 year warranty included

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.16 8 5mm motorirad loom
Macro mod*
Muto-baam autotocua
Orop-m fam toadtog
Auto pro wind fim advaca
SaquanM aafl-tanar (up to
mraaahowi
3modaHaan
Fup f *n and MrauNt Banary «r»
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OLYMPUS
Everything In an
e" pan siva came or oe<
eicdpt the price
OLYMPUS VX806
8mm Camcorder

*69995
6« f i 6 vanaWa apud power room tana
AAdvancad 270 OOO pUar CCO tor •■
Mmafy anarp »deo -magaa
Ultra oraoae digital TTL autotocua. wKh
macro tocua w manual mod*
Auto aipoaura and auto wnrte batorxa (wiiri
3 mactaMa aaronga, tor bright accurate
aipoaura
3tn tow *ght aarurovrry

ThefoOWIOf Includes
Fuji's Multi-Action Handgrip and
Infrared ■•mote Control

We Gladly Accept Checks and Credit Cards
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Hours: Mon-Fri 8-9, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 12-5
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NEEDS
An Art Director, Photo Editor
and Chief Copy Editor

157 N. Main
353 4244
(across from Uptown)

Apply in 214 West Hall by January 17
.
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HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE!

Classified

EXAM SPECIAL

Sunday, December 8 thru Thursday, December 12
Sunday, December 15 Ihur Thursday, December 19
Study and Relax in the privacy ofyouapwn room at

BEST WESTERN

Falcon Pla
(located across from Horshmon Dorm)

$24.95

per night (or o single or double room

The BG News
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

LOST & FOUND

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rates with Accuracy
Call 352-3987 ttom8am to9om

BELIEVE THE HYPE)
Join College Democrats

Black purse lost last Friday rughi m the Frvee
Apartment vicinity Personal VaWet If lound
please contact Bobbie BurreS al 423-3164

PERSONALS

There will be no L A G A meeting this Thursday. December 19 Meetings will resume in
Spring Semester ■ keep your eye on the News
HM ■gram ho Ida*. HMonl

SERVICES OFFERED

Includes

• Early check-in and lale check-out limes
• Continental Breakfast
• Coftee available 24 Hours
Umlu* —mb*i or r—mi ..alf.Dle II lib nil
Advance reMTvilloni required; present valid BGSU 10 al
checklo Noi valid foe family, friendi and other non-itudentt

352-4671

Student Publication* In now Interviewing for Spring '92
Production Assistant!. Gel hands-on experience at Ihe
product Ion-end ol a dally newspaper! VCT and Graphic
Design majors encouraged to apply) Completion of VCT 208
or equivalent required. Call 372-741$ for Interview appt.

Women tor Women General Meeting

Today1 5pm • 6 30pm

Canal Room 3rd floor Union
Al people welcome'

"PHI MO"
The Saters ol Pro Mu would ake lo congratulate
Tina Bennlng and Kim Cowan on their gradu..tion Thank you both lor all you have done
Good Luck" We also send our love to Kelll CrsIng. Lori Walker and Vickie Wlenbe May you
lend hapc-ness m a> that you do1 You al wal be
greatly missed
LOVE. YOUR SISTERS

AVEBURV BOOKS
Old used, rare out-ot-print
10 6. Monday Saturday
143-CE WoosterSl
Experienced BGSU student home builders looking lor won. in the community to fund our chapter CaH tor a tree estimate Contact Dave at

352-6622
LSAT ■ GRE ' GMAT
Before you take the lest, cal the expert Local
classes forming now Kaplan Educational
Center CeHordel—s 536-3701
MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships and Grants
1 800 USA 1221 exl 2033
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup
portrve services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Cente- Cal354-HOPE
Will do typing
352 3356

$1 2 5'page

Call

Vicki

mt «u * rm IUWKA KtH"
The Sisters ol Phi Mu would bke to congratulate
CHRISTl CLEAVES on her recent lavaliering to
Toledo Phi Kappa Ps>BRUCE KNOWLTON. We
wish you the best1
■PMIMU • PHI MO * PHIMU*
ALPHA PHI- CHRIS ADAMICK -ALPHA PHI
Into the house you w* go.
Saying good-bye wdl totafty blow
We're a greet pee -you and mo.
Good luck ne«l semester, my A Phi roomie'
Love. BETTY
CMaMM Must
Delicious Greek salads S2 26 and $3 95 i
DtBenfdetto-!, 352 4663 Free deevery
Chnatmea MUSK:

I I Sec Classifieds, page thirtyone.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main
UNITED COLORS
OF BENETTON.

352-9951

JERICHO TURNPIKE
Wednesday. Dec. 18

HOMEWRECKERS
Thursday - Saturday Dec 19 - 21

HOLIDAY COLORS OF BENETTON.

FRANKLIN PARK MALL,
TOLEDO

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:00

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

■* Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

Classified
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Male roommate needed 92 Spring semester
Free heat and HBO Cel Andy at 352 4303

BONNIt BROSNAN
You've bMn a terrtftc friend I'm reeJty gonna
miss you Remember at least one* a month
Keep tn louchi
Love. Brando-da

Needed 1 or 2 lemale subteesers tor Spring
Semester - own bedroom Futy furnished
apartment Free health club Cheap rant
$150/mo lor 1 person or $112 50 lor 2 Cel
Amte or Kerta al 3540404

Cat r>Sonedetto'B lor your holiday subs and
party hays now 352 4083 Freedetvery

People needed to sublease for Spring. Nice
piece, cool roommates, rent Is cheep. Call
352-7 SOO Or 354-4474 ASAP, for more date**.

Christmas cassettes and albums Cosegtate
Chorale $5 each Cad 372-9822 or
372 2181
Christmas Music
Greek Sweatshirts
Inmate 4 Names
5333 Monroe St
Toledo. ONo 43623
419-885-3039
KeWEralng
We've been best ol tnenda lor three years gone
by and suddenly its the time lo day good-bye
Through Founders. Chapman and Vel Manor.
meres lots of memories ol tears and laughter
Good luck with al you ever do and always remember I'm here lor you1 I'm gonna mass you
Love. Tare
Need Christmas money? Sen me your Nintendo
or Sega Genesis Can 862-1047 and ask lor
Melanie or leave a message
Specesavers. Inc Lofts and solas lor rent lor
Spnng semester $40 per Mem Set up and take
down included Cai 352 5475

Roon
eeded lor Spring '92 W* have
own bedroom end fast bathroom Apartmenl is
neit to campus. Cel (leeve message at)
354-0801
Roommate wanted for Spring Male, nonsmoker $150endut*t>es Lance -655-3084
Sublease's neededl 2 BR 2 bath Frazee apl
close to campus! $ 1SQmonth Give us a cai.
3520579
Subteesers neededl
New 2 bedroom. 2 ful bath apartmenl Dishwasher, central air conditioning, and pnvate park
rtg Close to campus 354-6982

Spring Break '92 In Jamlaca"
7 hot days and raggeemghts from $399 Mon .
Tues . of finals, al Educ Btdg Doug (814)
263 8834 or 353 2408
The Latino Student Union would Ilka to wish
everyone good luck on finals and happy holidays! Congratulations to our graduating
members)

WANTED
1 mate or lemale non-smotung roommate Own
room with large furnished tving room & kitchen
Not tar from campus Cai Ron at 354-7397
1 or 2 female roommates neededl
New 2 bedroom. 2 fu* bath apartment Dishws
sher, central air conrjlhorwtg. and pnvate parking Close to campus Can have own bathroom
and bedroom Rent is cheap 354 6982
1 or 2 male roommalee to sublease lor Spring
2 bdrm apt at University Visage Own room.
Close to campus 352-3413
1 si month's rent Ireel
Roommate needed mete, nonsmoking Block
fromcempus Cel Mark or Mtkeal 354 68 74
ASAP
1 or 2 male or lemale roommates tor Spring
Semester Close to campus m Campus Manor
352 8853. ask lor Mike
Desperately seeking to rent an apt or small
house tor graduate student couple and their beloved, declawed. spaded, clean eel $500 a
month maximum Summer '92 Cat Steve at
352 2380

Wanled Roommate Sp Sem 92 Grad Student prelerred to snare partially turn house
$200 mo (shareuN
Call Brad 352-6638 or 352-3450

HELP WANTED
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT IN'
TEPNSHIP lor an upper cafss BGSU student as
Judge's legal researcher and courtroom bee.fl
No pay. but enceeent experience lor person interested In crmeiel justice or legal cereer Postlion lo stan Immeowtety Prelerred hours: 8 00
am-12 00 noon on Wed . Thur . Fn or 12 30
p.m -4 30pm on Mon . Thur. Fn For appscaIfon form, cai Mary Cowal al 352-5263. 8 30
am to4 30pm
Experienced careglver needed Response
caregivers needed lor infant 3 days par week
next semester Interested carsgrvers cat

3538092
Guaranteed money for Collage!
Last year over $ 153 mieon want unclekned
We've bean helping students get their share lor
sixteen years Let us help you Call
1-800484 1059 ext code 3961 lor a free
consultation
Need • change? Be a NANNY lor a year on the
East Coast Earn $175 2 50 week plus
room/board/benefits Save money and have
fun The Perfect Nanny (800)882 2698

I-..' '"">->

Male to sublease Downtown loll apl lor Spring
of 92 Own roomllFor deists call Scott at
354 1001

Christmas is here!
You studied
hard. Now treat
yourself. Join
Newlove Rentals.

Acoustic gurtar with hard case Mol condition
$130hog 352-4030
Coeegiele Chorale Christmas casaettes and
albums
$5 each Call 372-9822 or
372-2181

Mercy Home Gym
Does everything1
$300 0 bo 1-674 8521
Waterbed King sue. vary good condition.
$350 00 negotiable Cel 352 8133

Subleaser is needed now lor Spring and Summer Rani is $200
gas Own room Call

3523445
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
801 Third St
704 Filth St
7lOSeventhSl
Cai lor reasonable rates
and more info

eded for Spring Winthrop
Terrace $13S/month Cai 352-3275
Houses I Apartments
Close to Campus
For Summer 199211992 93 school year
1 267 3341
6 bedroom. 2 bath house May to May lease
Close to campus Phone 353-3655
Carty Rentals
Listing avalabte for school year 1992-93
(Houses-Apt* -Rooms)
Office located at 316 E Merry #3

VVWtKW*

2nd semester teases avertable starting «nme
d«tw*y Call Carty Rentes 'I'.,' ,':i85
Two bedroom apt. Vary close to campus
AveMebte tor Spring '92. Excellent condition.
Terms negotiable. CaH 3S4-M95.
VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS
Now leasing. Summer I Fal 92 93 leases
Spring leases lor 1 S 2 bedroom furnished & unfurnished Resident manager & maintenance
Call 354-3533

NEWIPVE
Konluls

5 11 A" disk drive. 380K. DS DO IBM Compatible $60 Cel 354-0902

HELP'
SM looking lor a male roommate (or Spring '92
Own room, close to campus. Cai Mark or Tony
al 354 4757 or leave message

Roommate warned Own fumattied room near
campus. Laundry laclihes Must like my dog
$200 deposit. $100'mo Must pay ha* etec A
your share ol phone Cai Beth Mon Fri after 6
pm or wookonde attar 10am 353 2537

Stop m to pick up your
1832.-93
Rental houang brochure
Our ONLY office
Newlove Rentals
321 S. Main St. 352-5620

Houses lor Rent
12 month leases - May or August
Tenant pays utsMies - 1 mo deposit
730 Elm 2 br wkjlt $360 May
•734 Elm. 4 br . 2 bath. $860'Aug
-217S Coeege;3br . $52 5/Aug
-317 N Summit. 4 br.. 2 bath. $750 May
422 E Wooeter. 4 c . 2 bath. $ 7 50 May
-233 W Marry. 4 br. w toft $660> Aug
128 Menv-e. 5 br . 2 bath. $725'Aug
Cel 354-2654 or 352-2330 after 5pm only
Arbor Enterprises - local owners

FOR SALE

Diamondbeck Ascent Mountain Bike 4 months
old Sheneno 400 components Paid $475.
seeing lor $350 Cel Scott 2-3247

HELPINeed subleaser tor spring! Downtown
one bedroom-share with one other
$162 50 mo a utilities No deposit needed1
Cai 352 6208 Ask lor Michele or Wendy
CALL NOW!

Nice, cteen. lower 1 bedroom apt lor rent m
Bradner $32S'month, includes utJMiee Cai
267-4663or 287 4850

Houses and apartments for 1992-93 school
year 12 month leases only, starting m May
Sesva Smith 352-8917

Part-time chad care lor 18 mo old girt and newbom Some kghl houaekeepeig Write to 867
Lyn Rd . BQ

Female subleaser needed for Spring, rani Is
$115 mo Avertable ASAP' Call Maureen
372 5907 or 372 5606

HELPI i ml subleaser Spring 92 Own bed
and bathroom $191 67'mth Large apt wi
dathwaeher and laundry leashes January rent
« tree Cai 352-9302. R E Mgml cvo Beth
Mong

Mature lemale prolessional/student to snare
comfortable home In quiet neighborhood Pnvate room Use of kitchen and laundry fecwiies
UNfbes Included 5 mm from campus $200
par month. 354-1197

SUBLEASERS NEEDED ASAP
Very nice 2 BR. kj deck. PETS OKAY
429 1/2S ChurchSt Cai354 8684

Spacesavers, Inc Lotts and solas lor rani for
Spring semester S40 per item Set up and take
down included Call 3525475
Spacesavers. Inc Lofts and sofas lor rent lor
Spring semester $40 per item Set up and take
down included Cai 352-54/5

-•(eowLaaatng*Summer & Fal 1992-93 la—a
Large assortment to choose from
Stopby3lBE.Wooster
(across from Tsco Bel)
tor Ming brochure a speak with our
friendly staff o*call 354-2260
John Newlove Reel Estate

81 Toyota starlet Hatch beck. 5 sp . 92.000
mi AC $960 or best oner Call 352-3602
8-9 30 am or 10 00-11 00 pm
88 Volkswagen Fox Exceeent condition
50.000 miles Cleveland area
$3400
(216)933-6630 Negotiable
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We've got all the goodies!
- variety of great locations
- no parental guarantees
- competitive pricing
- Free HBO at some locations
- Pets allowed at some locations
- Free Maid Service

Come in to pick up our
1992/93 housing guide.

FOR RENT
1 bedroom graduate apartment Close lo campus 352-4384
1, 2. A 3 bedroom lurn apts
9 month, summer & year leases
352 7454
222 S Cosege Efficiency Free gas. water
and sewer Laundry lacMy Close to campus
Rant $250,mo Avalabte Jan 8. 1992 Cai
352 5620

352-5620
:528 s. Main

Our only Office

NEWLOVE
Rentals

F'age Thirty Two

Monday, December 16, 1991

The BG News

OUR BOOK BUY BACK
IS IN FULL SWING
We pay top prices for used texts.
We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions of books no longer
being used on campus.

BOWLING GREEN'S
LARGEST
SELECTION OF
BGSO IMPRINTED
SPORTSWEAR

II rr
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Follow Falcon
Basketball & Hockey

rv

STORE HOURS

ZJ&

K

Monday - Friday
Saturday

\4

9 - 5:30
9 - 5:00

353-7732
ES 9S EJ

